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Informacion Legal

© 2022 Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technology Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.

Acerca de este Manual

El Manual incluye instrucciones para el uso y manejo del Producto. Las imágenes, los gráficos, las 
imágenes y toda la demás información que se incluye a continuación son solo para descripción y 
explicación. La información contenida en el Manual está sujeta a cambios, sin previo aviso, debido 
a actualizaciones de firmware u otras razones. Encuentre la última versión de este Manual en el 
sitio web de Hikvision(https://www.hikvision.com/).Utilice este manual con la orientación y 
asistencia de profesionales capacitados para respaldar el producto.

Marcas registradas
 

 y otras marcas comerciales y logotipos de Hikvision son propiedad de

 
 

 

 

 

Hikvision en varias jurisdicciones.
Otras marcas comerciales y logotipos mencionados son propiedad de sus respectivos dueños.

Descargo de responsabilidad
EN LA MEDIDA MÁXIMA PERMITIDA POR LA LEY APLICABLE, ESTE MANUAL Y EL PRODUCTO 
DESCRITO, CON SU HARDWARE, SOFTWARE Y FIRMWARE, SE PROPORCIONAN "TAL CUAL" Y
“CON TODAS LAS FALLAS Y ERRORES”. HIKVISION NO OFRECE GARANTÍAS, EXPRESAS O 
IMPLÍCITAS, INCLUYENDO SIN LIMITACIÓN, COMERCIABILIDAD, CALIDAD SATISFACTORIA O 
IDONEIDAD PARA UN PROPÓSITO PARTICULAR. EL USO DEL PRODUCTO POR SU PARTE ES BAJO 
SU PROPIO RIESGO. EN NINGÚN CASO HIKVISION SERÁ RESPONSABLE ANTE USTED POR 
CUALQUIER DAÑO ESPECIAL, CONSECUENTE, INCIDENTAL O INDIRECTO, INCLUYENDO, ENTRE 
OTROS, DAÑOS POR PÉRDIDA DE GANANCIAS COMERCIALES, INTERRUPCIÓN COMERCIAL O 
PÉRDIDA DE DATOS, CORRUPCIÓN DE SISTEMAS O PÉRDIDA DE DOCUMENTACIÓN, YA SEA 
BASADO EN INCUMPLIMIENTO DE CONTRATO, AGRAVIO (INCLUIDA LA NEGLIGENCIA), 
RESPONSABILIDAD DEL PRODUCTO O DE CUALQUIER OTRA FORMA, EN RELACIÓN CON EL USO 
DEL PRODUCTO, INCLUSO SI HIKVISION HA SIDO ADVERTIDO DE LA POSIBILIDAD DE TALES 
DAÑOS O PÉRDIDA.USTED RECONOCE QUE LA NATURALEZA DE INTERNET PROPORCIONA 
RIESGOS DE SEGURIDAD INHERENTES, Y HIKVISION NO ASUMIRÁ NINGUNA RESPONSABILIDAD 
POR EL FUNCIONAMIENTO ANORMAL, LA FUGA DE PRIVACIDAD U OTROS DAÑOS RESULTANTES 
DE ATAQUE CIBERNÉTICO, ATAQUE DE HACKER, INSPECCIÓN DE VIRUS U OTROS RIESGOS DE 
SEGURIDAD DE INTERNET; SIN EMBARGO, HIKVISION PROPORCIONARÁ SOPORTE TÉCNICO 
OPORTUNO SI ES NECESARIO.USTED ACEPTA UTILIZAR ESTE PRODUCTO DE CONFORMIDAD CON 
TODAS LAS LEYES APLICABLES, Y USTED ES EL ÚNICO RESPONSABLE DE ASEGURARSE DE QUE SU 
USO SE CUMPLA CON LA LEY APLICABLE. , INCLUYENDO SIN LIMITACIÓN, DERECHOS DE 
PUBLICIDAD, DERECHOS DE PROPIEDAD INTELECTUAL O PROTECCIÓN DE DATOS Y OTROS 
DERECHOS DE PRIVACIDAD. NO UTILIZARÁ ESTE PRODUCTO PARA NINGÚN USO FINAL 
PROHIBIDO, INCLUYENDO EL DESARROLLO O PRODUCCIÓN DE ARMAS DE DESTRUCCIÓN 
MASIVA, EL DESARROLLO O PRODUCCIÓN DE ARMAS QUÍMICAS O BIOLÓGICAS, CUALQUIER 
ACTIVIDAD EN EL CONTEXTO RELACIONADA CON UN CICLO DE COMBUSTIBLE NUCLEAR 
EXPLOSIVO O INSEGURO, O EN APOYO A ABUSOS DE LOS DERECHOS HUMANOS.EN CASO DE 
CONFLICTO ENTRE ESTE MANUAL Y LA LEY APLICABLE, PREVALECE ESTA ÚLTIMA

https://www.hikvision.com/
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Proteccion de datos
Durante el uso del dispositivo, se recopilarán, almacenarán y procesarán datos personales. 
Para proteger los datos, el desarrollo de los dispositivos Hikvision incorpora principios de 
privacidad por diseño. Por ejemplo, para un dispositivo con funciones de reconocimiento facial, 
los datos biométricos se almacenan en su dispositivo con un método de encriptación; para el 
dispositivo de huellas dactilares, solo se guardará la plantilla de huellas dactilares, lo que es 
imposible reconstruir una imagen de huellas dactilares.
Como responsable del tratamiento, se le recomienda que recopile, almacene, procese y transfiera 
datos de conformidad con las leyes y normativas de protección de datos aplicables, lo que incluye, 
entre otros, la realización de controles de seguridad para salvaguardar los datos personales, como 
la implementación de controles de seguridad físicos y administrativos razonables, la realización de 
revisiones periódicas y evaluaciones de la efectividad de sus controles de seguridad.
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 Convenciones sobre los símbolos
Los símbolos que se pueden encontrar en este documento se definen a continuación.

 
 

Simbolo Descripcion 

Peligro  
Indica una situación peligrosa que, si no se evita, provocará o 
podría provocar la muerte o lesiones graves. 

Precaucion 
Indica una situación potencialmente peligrosa que, si no se 
evita, podría provocar daños en el equipo, pérdida de datos, 
degradación del rendimiento o resultados inesperados.. 

Nota 
Proporciona información adicional para enfatizar o 
complementar puntos importantes del texto principal. 

  

Nota 

  

 

Actualice el firmware a la última versión.

Para los instaladores, se recomienda instalar y mantener dispositivos a través de Hik-ProConnect. 
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Información reglamentaria

EN 50131-1:2006+A1:2009+A2:2017

EN 50131-3:2009

EN 50131-6:2017

EN 50131-5-3:2017

EN 50131-10: 2014

EN 50136-2: 2013 

Security Grade (SG): 2 

Environmental Class (EC) : II 

DP2 

Certified by KIWA 

 

  

 
 Nota :El etiquetado de conformidad con EN50131 debe eliminarse si se detectan configuraciones no 

conformes al uso. 

Declaración de conformidad de la UE
 

 

  
 

Este producto y, si corresponde, los accesorios suministrados 
también están marcados con "CE" y cumplen, por lo tanto, con 
las normas europeas armonizadas aplicables enumeradas en la 
Directiva EMC 2014/30/EU, la Directiva RE 2014/53/EU, la 
Directiva RoHS 2011/65/EU. 

 

 
2012/19/EU (directiva WEEE): Productos marcados con este 
símbolo no se pueden desechar sin clasificar en la UEuropea. 
Para un reciclaje adecuado, devuelva este producto a su 
proveedor local cuando compre un equipo nuevo equivalente, 
o deséchelo en los puntos de recolección designados. Para 
obtener más información, consulte: www.recyclethis.info 

 

2006/66/EC (directiva sobre baterías): Este producto contiene 
una batería que no se puede desechar como residuo municipal 
sin clasificar en la Unión Europea. Consulte la documentación 
del producto para obtener información específica sobre la 
batería. La batería está marcada con este símbolo, que puede 
incluir letras para indicar cadmio (Cd), plomo(Pb) o mercurio 
(Hg). Para un reciclaje adecuado, devuelva la batería a su 
proveedor oa un punto de recogida designado. Para obtener 
más información, consulte: www.recyclethis.info
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 Precaución

Este es un producto de clase A. En un entorno doméstico, 
este producto puede causar interferencias de radio, en cuyo 
caso el usuario deberá tomar las medidas adecuadas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Información de la FCC: Tenga en cuenta que los cambios o 
modificaciones no aprobados expresamente por la parte 
responsable del cumplimiento pueden anular la autoridad del 
usuario para operar el equipo.Cumplimiento con la FCC: Este 
equipo ha sido probado y se encontró que cumple con los 
límites para un dispositivo digital de Clase B, de conformidad 
con la parte 15 de las Reglas de la FCC. Estos límites están 
diseñados para proporcionar una protección razonable contra 
interferencias dañinas en una instalación residencial. Este 
equipo genera, usa y puede irradiar energía de radiofrecuencia 
y, si NO se instala y usa de acuerdo con las instrucciones, 
puede causar interferencias dañinas en las comunicaciones por 
radio. Sin embargo, no hay garantía de que no se produzcan 
interferencias en una instalación en particular. Si este equipo 
causa interferencia dañina en la recepción de radio o 
televisión, lo que se puede determinar apagando y 
encendiendo el equipo, se recomienda al usuario que intente 
corregir la interferencia mediante una o más de las siguientes 
medidas:

—Reoriente o reubique las medidas de la antena receptora:.

—Aumentar la separación entre el equipo y receptor..

—Conectar el equipo a un tomacorriente en un circuito 
diferente de aquello a lo que está conectado el receptor.

—Consulte al distribuidor o a un técnico experimentado en 
radio/TV para ayuda.

Este equipo debe ser instalado y operado con undistancia 
mínima de 20 cm entre el radiador y su cuerpo.

Condiciones de la FCC
Este dispositivo cumple con la parte 15 de las normas de la 
FCC. La operación es sujeto a las dos condiciones siguientes:
1. Es posible que este dispositivo no cause interferencias 
dañinas.
2. Este dispositivo debe aceptar cualquier interferencia 
recibida, incluidas las interferencias que puedan provocar un 
funcionamiento no deseado.
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Capítulo 1
Instrucciones de instalación

1.1 Instalacion típica
 

 
 

   
  
  
  
  

  

  
  
  
  
  
 

 
 

Instalación  típica Ubicacion de los dispositivos:
1. AX PRO Panel de control
2. Repetidor
3. Detector PIR
4. Sirena
5. Detector Magnetico

1.2 Precaucion

1. Evite instalar el dispositivo sobre superficies metálicas.
2. Evite colocar el dispositivo directamente en el suelo.
3. No envuelva el dispositivo en metal.
4. Evite las obstrucciones en un radio de 50 cm alrededor del dispositivo, excepto la superficie de 
instalación.
5. El repetidor debe instalarse entre el panel de control y el periférico.
6. Verifique la intensidad de la señal antes de la instalación y se recomienda instalar el dispositivo en la zona 
indicada de color verde. (No envuelva el detector con las manos cuando compruebe la intensidad de la 
señal).
7. Se recomienda la instalación vertical de los dispositivos.
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1.3 Instalación FAQ (Preguntas frecuentes)

Pregunta 1:¿Por qué la señal es normal durante la instalación, pero no es buena en el uso 
real?
Respuesta: Compruebe si el entorno de trabajo cambia durante la instalación y el uso 
real. Tales como obstrucciones causadas por puertas y ventanas cerradas.

 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 

 
  
  

Pregunta 2: Una vez completada la instalación, el periférico está fuera de línea.

Respuesta:-Ajuste la posición del panel de control y compruebe si la intensidad de la señal es 
adecuada para la instalación.
-Instalar un repetidor entre el periférico fuera de línea y el panel de control.

-Compruebe al instalar dispositivos las precauciones indicadas.
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Capítulo 2 Introducción

Descripción del Sistema

AX PRO es un sistema de alarma inalámbrico diseñado para proteger instalaciones para una 
protección adecuada como alarma de intrusión. Soporta LAN/Wi-Fi como red de transmisión 
primaria. El sistema es aplicable a distintos escenarios de mercado, tienda, casa, fábrica, 
depósito, oficina, etc.
●Innovadora tecnología inalámbrica bidireccional Tri-X.
●Comunicación bidireccional con cifrado AES-128.
●El espectro ensanchado por salto de frecuencia (FHSS) se usa para evitar interferencias, para 
evitar escuchas ilegales y para habilitar las comunicaciones de acceso múltiple por división de 
código (CDMA). 
● Guía de voz para alerta de alarma, indicación de estado del sistema, solicitud de operación, etc.
● Envia la notificación de alarma a través de mensajes o llamadas telefónicas.
●Vea video a travez de Hik-Connect y clips de video de alarma a través de correos electrónicos, 
Hik-ProConnect y Hik-Conect.
●Cargar informes de alarmas a CRA.
●Protocolo SIA-DC09 y admite formato de datos Contact ID y SIA.
●Batería de respaldo de litio de 4520 mAh con 12 H de duración en espera.
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Nota 

  
ISUP5.0: un protocolo de Internet de privacidad que se utiliza para acceder a la plataforma de 
terceros, que admite la carga de informes de alarma, la gestión de AX PRO y la carga de videos 
cortos.La priorización del mensaje y las indicaciones son las mismas. El AXPRO carga mensajes y 
da indicaciones de forma sincrónica. 

  
 

Nota 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

Protocolo estándar DC-09:ADM-CID: El método de presentación de datos de DC-09 es CID, 
que no está encriptado y solo para cargar informes de alarma.*ADC-CID: El método de 
presentación de datos de DC-09 es CID, que está encriptado y solo para cargar informes de 
alarma.SIA-DCS: El método de presentación de datos de DC-09 es DCS (también llamado 
protocolo SIA), que no está encriptado y solo para cargar informes de alarma.*SIA-DCS: El 
método de presentación de datos de DC-09 es DCS (también llamado protocolo SIA), que 
está encriptado y solo para cargar informes de alarma.
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 RSSI Instrucciones para Periféricos
Con respecto a EN 50131-5-3 4.2.2 Requisito de inmunidad a la atenuación.  
 

Intensid de señal RSSI Valor  Indicador  Observación 

Fuerte >120 Verde OK para instalar 
Medio  81 to 120 Amarillo OK para instalar 

Débil  60 to 80 Rojo No se recomienda instalar, puede funcionar 

Invalida 0 to 59 Verde (flash) No se recomienda instalar,  

Nota 

Instale periféricos solo si la intensidad de la señal es superior a 80. Para obtener un sistema 
mucho mejor, instálelo a 120 o más. 
 

 
   

 
AX PRO Opciones de notificaciones
El AX PRO es adecuado para los siguientes requisitos de notificación junto con las sirenas 
requeridas

 
 

Equipo de 
notificación 

I&HAS Grado 2 

Opciones 

C E F 

 autoalimentado
WD audible  

2 1 Opcional 

ATS DP1 Opcional DP2 
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Capitulo 3 Puesta en Marcha

3.1Gestion de Autoridad

Puede usar HPC (Hik-ProConnet, APP) o HC (Hik-Connect, APP) para activar el dispositivo. Después 
de la activación, puede administrar el dispositivo transfiriendo permisos entre aplicaciones. 
También puede usar la cuenta y la contraseña de todas las cuentas para iniciar sesión en el cliente 
WEB para configurar el dispositivo.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Para obtener más información, consulte el Capítulo 4 Administración de usuarios. 

  

Activación con HPC  Activación con HC  

HPC：Instalador
(Configuración,Operación, Vista) 

HC：Administrador y Operador
(Configuración, Operación, Vista) 

 
 

HPC: Instalador (Configuración)
HC: Administrador y Operador (Operación, 

Vista)
 

Invitar al 
administrador 

Cancelar el instalador Deshabilitar el 
servicio Hik-Connect 

Invitar al instalador 

  
 

 

Cliente web:Instalador (Configuración)
Administrador y Operador (Operación, 

Vista)  

 Inicializar el dispositivo
(Instalación, cableado, encendido) 
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3.2 Activacion

Mientras inicializa el dispositivo con Hik-ProConnect o Hik-Connect, el AX PRO siempre debe 
agregarse primero a una cuenta de instalador. La cuenta del instalador invitará y transferirá la 
propiedad a la cuenta del administrador después de finalizar toda la configuración y prueba inicial. 
Siga los pasos a continuación para inicializar el sistema de alarma inalámbrico.Puede activar el 
dispositivo por WiFi, LAN o SIM (4G/GPRS).

3.2.1 Activación vía LAN/SIM(4G/GPRS)

Paso1 Crear un sitio (Solo para HPC)
Descargue Hik-ProConnect e inicie sesión con la cuenta del instalador.
Cree un sitio donde se pueda agregar el dispositivo con el nombre y la dirección del sitio. 
El propietario del sitio sería un usuario final, generalmente considerado como administrador.

Paso2 Conectar a la red.
Conecte el dispositivo a Ethernet con LAN o SIM y encienda el dispositivo.

 

Nota 

 ●Mientras el dispositivo está encendido, el LED de encendido se vuelve verde. 

  ●Una  vez conectado a la red  El indicador LED se vuelve verde. 
 ●Asegúrese de que la tarjeta SIM que inserte pueda conectarse a la red. 

  

 

  Paso3 Agregar un dispositivo
1.Abra el sitio. (Solo para HPC)  

Nota 

Si  inicializa el dispositivo con Hik-Connect, no es necesario que cree un sitio primero. 

  

  2.Toque+y escanee el código QR en la etiqueta del panel.

 3. Toque Add. 
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 4. Toque Next. Puede editar los parámetros del dispositivo o saltar para usarlo directamente. 

 

  
 

  
 

El panel de control se agregará al sitio (HPC) creado y administrado por la cuenta del 
instalador, lo que también significa que la cuenta del instalador se creó en el panel.

El instalador ahora puede realizar la configuración y las pruebas del panel antes de 
implementarlo. Tanto Hik-ProConnect/Hik-ConnectService como el cliente web local pueden 
iniciar sesión con la cuenta de instalador de Hik-ProConnect/Hik-Connect.

 

Nota 

Si bien inicializa el dispositivo con Hik-connect, no es necesario que cree un sitio primero. Descargue e 
inicie sesión en la aplicación y agregue el dispositivo escaneando el código QR o ingrese el número de 
serie del dispositivo.

 

  

 

3.2.2 Activacion con Wi-Fi 
 
Step1 Create a site (Only for HPC) 
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Download the Hik-ProConnect and login with the installer account.  

A site is the place where the alarm system deployed. Create a site where the device can be added 
to with it’s site name and address. The owner of the site would be an end user, usually regarded as 
administrator. 

 
Step2 Configure the Network on APP 
1. Download Hik-Connect/Hik-ProConnect and log in. 

2. Power on the AX PRO. 

3. Connect your phone to your home Wi-Fi. Make sure that this Wi-Fi can access the Internet 
normally and the signal is stable. 

4. Open the HC or HPC, click +, and select Scan QR Code. 

 

5. Scan the QR code on the back of the control panel and wait for the result. 
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6. Tap Next. 

7. Tap Wireless Connection. 

 

8. Check The device is started. And then tap Next. 
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9. The APP will automatically fill in the home WiFi currently used by the mobile phone into the 
page, as shown in the figure below. After confirming the WiFi password, tap Next. 

 

10. Tap Connect to a Network. 
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11. Tap Join. The mobile phone will disconnect the home Wi-Fi. After interacting information with 
the control panel, the mobile phone will automatically switch back to the home Wi-Fi. 

 

As shown in the figure above, during the information interacting, the Wi-Fi connected to the 
mobile phone named “HAP_serial number” (AX PRO serial number) 

 

 

 

12. After the control panel broadcasts the "Exit hotspot mode", the following page will appear. 
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13. Wait for the device to join the home WiFi and log in the EZVIZ Cloud. 

(1) When the home WiFi signal is good, the control panel will successfully log in to EZVIZ Cloud and 
complete the binding before the countdown ends. 

 
(2) When the home Wi-Fi signal is unstable, the control panel may not be connected to the EZVIZ 
Cloud before the countdown ends, and the following page will appear: 
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If you make sure that the home Wi-Fi password is correct and quality is good, tap Refresh 
Network, the control panel will enter a new countdown. You can wait for the connection. 
If you want to change the home Wi-Fi, you should change the home Wi-Fi connected to the mobile 
phone first, then press the RESET button on the back of the control panel (marked in the figure 
below). After hearing the voice of "Enter hotspot mode", tap Reload. The interface will jump back 
step 9, you can configure the network again. 

 
 

Note 

Once the device connected to the network, the  LED indicator turns green. 
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3.3 Unbind the Device 

3.3.1 Unbind the Device from Your Own Account 
When the device is bound to your own account, you can delete it directly. 
1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap . 
3. Tap Delete Device. 

 
 

3.3.2 Unbind the Device from Another Account 
Make sure the control panel is in your hands.  
The phone and device are on the same network segment.  
1. Open HC/HPC and tap +. 
2. Tap Scan QR Code. 

 
3. Scan the QR code on the label of the device. 
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4. Press the RESET button twice quickly on the back of the device. 

 
5. Tap Unbind Device. 

 
5. Enter verification code and tap Finish. 
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The device is unbound from the account. You can add it to your account now. 
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Chapter 4 User Management 

4.1 User Management 

Note 

● The users can be created in clients. 
● The name and password of network user (web client and APP user)can be 1 to 32 characters 

and 8 to 16 characters. 

 

 

4.1.1 Invite the Administrator 
The administrator was known as site owner in Hik-ProConnect Service.  

   
After the initial configuration finished, the installer shall invite the site owner and apply permission 
of site management and device configuration from the administrator account. The administrator 
account would be an end user account in the Hik-Connect Service. 

1. Press “Invite Now” Button and enter the email account or phone number account to transfer 
the site ownership to the administrator. At the same time, the installer will apply permissions 
from the site owner, such as configuration and management. 

2. Optional: Check Allow Me to Disable Hik-Connect Service.  
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Note 

● If the check-box is checked, after you hand over the Site to your customer and your customer 
approves the request, you can disable Hik-Connect service for devices that you rent to your 
customer without her/his authorization If Hik-Connect service is disabled, your customer cannot 
operate on these devices via the Hik-Connect Mobile Client.  

 

3. Open the Hik-Connect app and login with the administrator account. The installer service request 
will be received at notification page. Open the notification detail to accept the installer service 
and setup permissions. The control panel and other devices in the site will be displayed at your 
device list.  

The administrator account will be added to the control panel, which could be used to login to Hik-
Connect app and local web client. 

       

 

4.1.2 Cancel Installer Access 
The administrator can cancel the access authorization of the installer.  

1. Enter the page More and tap Hik-ProConnect. All sites that managed by the Hik-ProConnect 
Service are listed on the page.  

2. Tap the option button at the top-right corner of the site details page, and tap Cancel 
Authorization in the prompt menu.  

3. Confirm the operation, and the authorization of the installer will be canceled. Once the 
authorization is canceled, the installer need to apply it again if any access requirement. 
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4.1.3 Add an Operator 
The administrator can share the device to other operators.  

       

1. Tap the  (share button) in the device list. 

2. Enter the Hik-Connect account of the operator.  

Administrator can also select which device to be shared.  
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A sharing message will be sent to the operator’s account, and the operator can read the message 
in the Hik-Connect app.  

3. Accept the invitation, and the device will be listed in the device list.  

The operator account will be added to the control panel, which could be used to login to Hik-
Connect app and local web client. 

4.1.4 Delete an Operator 
Administrator user can delete an operator.  

1. Enter the page More and tap Manage Sharing Settings.  

2. Delete the selected operator or remove it from the device. 
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4.1.5 Disable the Hik-Connect Service 

Note 

● The site must be a rental site. 

● The installer on the HPC side needs to check Allow Me to Disable Hik-Connect Service when 
inviting the administrator and the administrator on the HC side also accepts this option. 

 

You can go to the Device tab to disable Hik-Connect service for one device or all devices in this Site 

by tapping  or setting Hik-Connect Service switch to off. You can also delete the devices from 
the your customer's Hik-Connect account without her/his authorization. 

 

4.1.6 Invite the Installer 

1. In HC, tap  in the device list  

 

2. Tap Share with Installer and enter the email address. 

3. Tap OK. 

4. Tap  → Share with Installer → Share QR Code 

5. In HPC, select a site and tap Add Device. 

6. Scan the QR Code. 

7. In HC, the user will receive a device authorization application. Go to the application page and tap 
Agree. 

8. Go to Cloud Service → Device Authorization →  → Authorize More Devices 

9. Select devices and permissions. 

10. Tap OK and the devices will be authorized to the Installer and added to the Site. 

 

4.2 Access Entries 

The installer and operators of the AXPRO were assigned different access levels which define the 
system functions that an individual user can perform. Various user entries are provided for 
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different user roles with particular access level. 

Access entries for Installers (Access Level 3) 
 Hik-ProConnect Service 

Hik-ProConnect is a service for installers that is used to manage customers’ alarm systems 
located in various sites remotely. Control panels can be added to an installer account on the 
Hik-ProConnect Service and be managed in sites.  

 Local Web Client 

Visit the device IP address that can be found out with SADP tool. The installer can login with 
Hik-ProConnect service account after the panel was added. 

 Other Entries 

Keypad PINs and tags can be also assigned with installer user at particular access level to 
perform essential operations. 

Access Entries for the Administrator and Operators (Access Level 2) 
 Hik-Connect Service 

The Hik-Connect service can be used for end users to access and manage the devices. 

 Local Web Client (for the administrator) 

As soon as the panel was added to the end user account on Hik-Connect Service, the Hik-
Connect account can be used to login to the web client build in. 

Operators cannot login the web client. 

 Other Entries 

Keypad PINs and tags can be also assigned with end user at particular access level to perform 
essential operations. 
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Chapter 5 Configuration 

 

5.1 Set-up with Hik-Proconnect 

5.1.1 Use the Hik-Proconnect APP 
The installer can use the Hik-Proconnect to configure the AX PRO, such as activation, device 
enrollment etc. 

Download and Login the Hik-ProConnect 

Download the Hik-ProConnect mobile client and login the client before operating the AX PRO. 

Steps  

1. Download Hik-ProConnect mobile client. 
2. Optional: Register a new account if it is the first time you use the Hik-ProConnect mobile client. 

Note 

● For details, see User Manual of Hik-ProConnect Mobile Client. 
● You need an invitation code for registration. Please ask technical supports. 

  

3. Run and login the client. 

Add AX PRO to the Mobile Client 

Add AX PRO to the mobile client before other operations.  

Steps  

1. Power on the AX PRO. 
2. Create or search a site. 

– Tap +, set site name, time zone, address, city, state/province/region and tap OK to create a 
site. 

– Enter site name in the search area and tap Search Icon to search a site. 
3. Tap Add Device. 

– Tap Scan QR Code to enter the Scan QR code page. Scan the QR code on the AX PRO. 

Note 

Normally, the QR code is printed on the label stuck on the back cover of the AX PRO. 
  

Tap Manual Adding to enter the Add Device page. Enter the device serial No. and verification code 
to add the device.  
4. Activate the Device. 
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Add Peripheral to the AX PRO 

Add peripheral to the AX PRO. 

Steps  

1. Select a site. 
2. Select a control device (AX PRO). 
3. Tap the + icon. 

– Scan the QR code on the peripheral. 

– Tap  to enter the Manually Input page. Enter the device serial No. and select the device 

type to add the device.  
 

Main Page 

You can view faults, arm and disarm areas, view device status, etc. 
On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the page. 
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Enable Alarm 

Tap  to select Audible Panic Alarm or Silent Panic Alarm. 
 
View Faults 

Tap  to view faults. 
 
Area Management 
Tap + to add an area. 
Tap Area to enter the area management page. Refers to Set Arming/Disarming Schedule for 
details. 
 
Arm/Disarm the Area 
Arm or disarm the area manually as you desired. 
On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the Area 
page.  
 
Operations for a Single Area 

 
● Away Arming: Tap  to away arm a single area. When all the people in the detection area 

leave, turn on the Away mode to arm all zones in the area after the defined dwell time.  
● Stay Arming: Tap  to stay arm a single area. When all the people stays inside the detection 

area, turn on the Stay mode to arm all the perimeter burglary detection set in all the zones of all 
areas. 
 

Operations for Multiple Areas 

 
● Select Areas: Tap  to select areas you want to operate. If you do not select areas, following 

operations will take effect for all areas. 
● Away Arming: Tap  to away arm selected areas. When all the people in the detection area 

leave, turn on the Away mode to arm all zones in all areas after the defined dwell time.  
● Stay Arming: Tap  to stay arm all areas. When the people stays inside the detection area, 

turn on the Stay mode to arm all the perimeter burglary detection (such as perimeter detector, 
magnetic contacts, curtain detector in the balcony) set in all the zones of all areas. At the 
meantime, the detectors inside the detection area are bypassed (such as PIR detectors). People 
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can move inside the area and alarm will not be triggered. 
● Disarming: Tap  to disarm all areas. In Disarm mode, all the zones of all areas will not 

trigger alarm, no matter alarm events happen or not.  
● Silent Alarm: Tap  to silent alarms for all areas. 
 

Zone Management 

1. Tap Device to view linked zones. 
 

 

 
2. Tap + to add a new zone. 
3. Tap a zone to enter the management page. You can view device status (e.g. temperature, 

battery status, single strength, etc.).  
4. Tap  on the upper right corner to enter the zone settings page.  
5. Select a zone type. 

Instant Zone  

This Zone type will immediately trigger an alarm event when armed.  

Delay Zone  

Exit Delay: Exit Delay provides you time to leave through the defense area without alarm.  
Entry Delay: Entry Delay provides you time to enter the defense area to disarm the system 
without alarm. 
The system gives Entry/Exit delay time when it is armed or reentered. It is usually used in 
entrance/exit route (e.g. front door/main entrance), which is a key route to arm/disarm via 
operating keyboard for users.  

Note 

 Ensure that timer is no longer than 45 seconds in order to comply with EN50131-1. 
 You can set Stay Arm Delay Time for the delay zone. 
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Follow Zone 

The zone acts as delayed zone when it detects triggering event during system Entry Delay, 
while it acts as instant zone otherwise. 

Note 

Two trigger types (by trigger times and by zone status) can be selected for the zone. If the zone 
status type is selected, set the trigger operation (trigger arming/disarming). 

  

Disabled Zone  

Zone disabled ignoring any alarm event. It is usually used to disable faulty detectors. 

24-Hour Zone 

The zone activates all the time with sound/siren output when alarm occurs. It is usually used 
in fire hazardous areas equipped with smoke detectors and temperature sensors. 

Timeout Zone 

The zone activates all the time. The zone type is used to monitor and report the "ACTIVE" 
status of a zone, but it will only report and alarm this status after the programmed time has 
expired. (1 to 599) Seconds. It can be used in places equipped with magnetic contacts that 
require access but for only a short period (e.g., fire hydrant box's door or another external 
security box door).   

6. Enable Cross zone, Silent Alarm, etc. according to your actual needs. 

Note 

Some zones do not support the function. Refer to the actual zone to set the function. 

  

Arm Mode 

If the zone is a public zone (the zone is belongs to more than one areas), you can set arm 
mode. 
And: When all linked areas are armed, the zone will arm. When any of linked areas is 
disarmed, the zone will disarm. 
Or: When any of the linked areas is armed, the zone will arm. When all linked areas are 
disarmed, the zone will disarm. When the zone is in alarm, the disarmed areas linked with the 
zone cannot be armed. 

Stay Arm Bypass 

The zone will be automatically bypassed in stay arming. 

Cross Zone 

PD6662 is not enabled: You need to set the combined time interval.  
When the first zone is triggered, the system will start timing after the zone is restored. If the 
second zone is triggered within the set time, both zones will give alarms. Otherwise, no alarm 
will be triggered.  
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If the first zone is not be restored, both zones will give alarms when the second zone is 
triggered, regardless of whether the set time has elapsed. 
PD6662 is enabled: You need to set the combined time interval. 
The first zone will give an alarm when triggered. If the first zone is not restored and the 
second zone is triggered, the system will report the alarm confirmation. 
If the first zone is restored, the system will start timing. If the second zone is triggered within 
the set time, the system will report the alarm confirmation. 
If the first zone is restored, the system will start timing. If the second zone is not triggered 
within the set time, no information will be reported. 

Forbid Bypass on Arming 

After enabled, you cannot bypass zones when arming. 

Chime 

Enable the doorbell. Usually used for door magnetic detectors. 

Silent Alarm 

After enabled, when an alarm is triggered, only the report will be uploaded and no sound is 
emitted. 

Double knock 

After enabled, the time interval can be set. If the same detector is triggered twice or 
continuously in a period of time, the alarm will be triggered. 

Sounder Delay Time 

The sounder will be triggered immediately (0s) or after the set time. 

User Management 

The installers (user of Hik-ProConnect) can manage users. If you are the administrator, you can 
add, edit, and delete users, and assign different permissions to the newly-added users.  

Steps  

Note 

There are four types of users for the AX PRO, including administrator (or owner), operator, and 
installer (or setter). Different types of users have different permissions for accessing the 
functionality of the AX PRO.  

  

1. Enter the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the AX PRO 
page. 

2. Tap Next to invite the user. 

Note 

The recipient need to accept the invitation. 
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3. Tap  → User Management → User. 
4. Tap a user to enter the User Management page. 
5. Optional: Perform the following operations if required. 

User Permission You can tap the target user on the user list and then tap Edit Icon to 
set the permissions authorized to the target user. 

Note 

Only the administrator can do such an operation. 
  

 

Set Linked Areas If the target user is an operator, tap the target user on the user list 
and then tap Linked Areas to set the area linked to the target user. 

Note 

Only the administrator can do such an operation. 
  

 

Change Keypad 
Password 

If the target user is an administrator, an installer, or an operator, you 
can tap the target user on the user list and then tap Change Keypad 
Password to set the keypad password to the target user. 

Change Duress 
Password 

If the target user is an administrator or an operator, you can tap the 
target user on the user list and then tap Change Duress Password to 
set the duress password to the target user. 

Note 

If under duress, you can enter the duress code on the keyboard to 
arm and disarm area(s) and upload a duress alarm. 
  

Automation Control An administrator, an installer or an operator can control the relay 
module, wall switch and smart plug. 

  

Note 

● Configuration items and user permission will vary according to the user type. 
● You can view linked cards/tags and keyfobs of the user but you do not have permission to 

configure them. 

  

Card/Tag Management 

After adding cards/tags to the wireless AX PRO, you can swipe the card/tag to arm or disarm all 
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the detectors added to specific area(s) of the AX PRO, and silence alarms. 

Note 

The tag ID/PIN is a 32 bit long integer, and the variant could be 42949672956. 

  

Steps  

1. Enter the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the page. 
2. Tap  → User Management → Card/Tag to enter the Card/Tag page. 
3. Tap + to add a Tag. 
4. When hearing the voice prompt "Swipe Tag", you should present the Tag on the AX PRO Tag 

presenting area. 
● When hearing a beep sound, the Tag is recognized. 
● The Tag will be displayed on the Tag page. 

5. Optional: Tap a Tag to enter the Setting Page. 
6. Tap Edit Icon to edit the Tag name. 

Note 

● If you log in as an installer, skip this step. Editing Tag name is only available to administrator. 
● The name should contain 1 to 32 characters. 

  

7. Slide Enable Tag. 
8. Select a linked user. 
9. Select the Tag type 

Note 

Different linked users have different Tag permissions. 

  

Operation Tag  

You can swipe the Tag to arm or disarm. 

Patrol Tag  

When you swipe the Tag, the system will upload a record. 
10. Optional: Tap Delete to delete the Tag. 

Device Information 

You can change language and select time zone. 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → System → Configuration to enter the page. 
3. Select device language and time zone. 
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4. Enable DST according to your needs. 

DST 

Daylight saving time (also called summer time) is the practice of advancing clocks during the 
lighter months so that evenings have more daylight and mornings have less. 
 

 

System Management 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → System → System Options → System Management to enter the page. 

Forced Auto Arm  

After enabled, when the timed automatic arming starts, if there are an active faults in a zone, 
the zone will be automatically bypass. 

Note 

You should disable the arming function in the Advanced Settings page. Or the AX PRO arming 
with fault function cannot be valid. 
  

Forced Arming 

After enabled, when manual arming starts, if there are an active faults in a zone, the zone will 
be automatically bypass. 

System Status report 

If the option is enabled, the device will upload report automatically when the AX PRO status is 
changed. 

Voice Prompt  

If the option is enabled, the AX PRO will enable the text voice prompt. 
You can set detailed prompt: Fault Prompt On Arming, Fault Prompt On Disarming, Fault 
Prompt When Armed, Fault Prompt When Disarmed, Voice Prompt On Alarm. 

System Volume  

The available system volume range is from 0 to 10. 

Audible Tamper Alarm 

While enabled, the system will alert with buzzer for the tamper alarm. 

Alarm Duration 

The time duration of the panel alarm. 

Wireless Supervision Loss 
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Set the maximum duration for polling loss. The system will report fault if the duration is over 
the limit.  

Bypass on Re-Arm 

While enabled, the zone with fault will be bypassed automatically when re-arming.  

Jamming Sensitivity Settings 

The device will detect RF interference and push messages when the RF interference interferes 
with communication. You can adjust the detection sensitivity. 

Fault LED Stay On When Armed  

When system is armed, the fault indicator is always on. 

Arm LED Stay On 

The arm LED is always on.  

Hik-Connect Indicator 

Enable the Hik-Connect indicator. 

Motion Detector Restore 

Motion detectors include all PIR detectors. 

Power Save Mode 

While enabled, the main power supply is off, Wi-Fi enters low power consumption, 4G closes, 
tag reading fails, LED off, and voice prompt off. 

PD6662 

Enable PD6662 standard. Functions that do not meet the standard will not take effect. 
 

Fault Check 

The system determines whether to check the faults listed on the page. The system will only check 
the fault that is selected. 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → System → System Options → System Fault Check to enter the page. 

Detect Network Camera Disconnection  

If the option is enabled, when the linked network camera is disconnected, an alarm will be 
triggered. 

Panel Battery Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when battery is disconnected or out of charge, the device will upload 
events. 

LAN Fault Check  
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If the option is enabled, when the wired network is disconnected or with other faults, the alarm 
will be triggered. 

Wi-Fi Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when the Wi-Fi is disconnected or with other faults, the alarm will be 
triggered. 

Cellular Network Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when the cellular data network is disconnected or with other faults, the 
alarm will be triggered. 

Main Power Lost 

If the option is enabled, an alarm will be triggered when the main supply is disconnected. 

AC Power Loss Delay  

The system checks the fault after the configured time duration after AC power down.  
To compliant the EN 50131-3, the check time duration should be 10 s. 

 

Arm Options 

Set advanced authority parameters. 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → System → System Options → Arm Options to enter the page.  
You can set the following parameters: 

Arm with Fault  

Check the faults in the Enable Arming with Fault list, and the device will not stop the arming 
procedure when faults occurred. 

Early Alarm  

If you enable the function, when the zone is armed and the zone is triggered, the alarm will be 
triggered after the set delay time. 

Note 

The early alarm will be taken effect only after the delayed zone is triggered. 
  

3. Tap Save.  

Enrollment Mode 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 
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2. Tap  → System → System Options → Enrollment Mode to enter the page. 
3. Tap Enter the Enrollment Mode. You can enroll the peripheral by triggering it.  
 

Network Camera 

Add Cameras to the AX PRO 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required). 
2. Tap  → Network Camera → Network Camera Channel to enter the page. 
3. Tap Add Channel. 
4. Enter IP address, port, the user name and password of the camera. 
5. Tap Save Icon. 
6. Optional: tap Edit or Delete to edit or delete the selected camera. 

Set Video Parameters 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required). 
2. Tap  → Network Camera → Event Video Settings to enter the page. 
3. Select a camera and set the video parameters. 

Stream Type  

Main Stream: Being used in recording and HD preview, it has a high resolution, code rate and 
picture quality. 
Sub-Stream: It is used to transmit network and preview pictures as a video streaming with 
features of lower resolution, bit rate and picture quality. 

Bitrate Type  

Select the Bitrate type as constant or variable. 

Resolution  

Select the resolution of the video output. 

Bitrate  

The higher value corresponds to the higher video quality, but the better bandwidth is 
required. 

Set Arming/Disarming Schedule 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 
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2. Tap  → Area to enter the page. 
3. Tap an area in the list, enable the area and select linked areas. 
4. Enable the auto arm/disarm function and set the auto arm time/auto disarm time. You can also 

set the late to disarm time, entry delay time, exit delay time, sounder delay time, weekend 
exception and excepted holiday.  

Auto Arm  

Enable the area to automatically arm itself in a specific time point. 

Auto Arm Time  

Set the schedule for the area to automatically arm itself. 

Auto Disarm  

Enable the area to automatically disarm itself in a specific time point. 

Auto Disarm Time  

Set the schedule for the area to automatically disarm itself. 

Late to Disarm  

Enable the device to push a notification to the phone or tablet to remind the user to disarm the 
area when the area is still armed after a specific time point. 

Note 

You should enable the Panel Management Notification function on the Web Client of 
Communication Parameters → Event Communication before enabling the Late to Disarm 
function. 
  

Late to Disarm Time  

Set the time point mentioned in Late to Disarm. 

Auto Arm Sound Prompt 

After disabled, the buzzer will not beep before auto arming. 

Weekend Exception  

If enabled, Auto Arm, Auto Disarm, and Late to Disarm are disabled on the weekend. 

Holiday Excepted 

Enable the function and the zone will not be armed/disarmed in the holiday. You should set the 
holiday schedule after enabling. 

Note 

Up to 6 holiday groups can be set. 
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Communication 

Wired Network 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Wired Network to enter the page. 
3. Set the parameters. 
– Automatic Settings: Enable DHCP and set the HTTP port.  
– Manual Settings: Disabled DHCP and set IP Address, Subnet Mask, Gateway Address, DNS 

Server Address. 
4. Optional: Set correct DNS server address if the device needs to visit Hik-Connect server via a 

domain name. 
5. Click Save. 

 

Cellular Data Network 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Cellular Data Network Settings to enter the page. 
3. Enable Cellular Data Network. 
4. Tap to select a SIM card. Tap Parameter Configuration → Edit Icon and set parameters 

including the user name, access password, APN, MTU and PIN code. 
5. Tap Save Icon. 
6. Enable Data Usage Limit. 
7. Edit Data Used This Month and Data Limited per Month. 

Access Number  

Input the operator dialing number. 

Note 

Only the private network SIM card user needs to enter the access number.  

 

User Name  

Ask the network carrier and input the user name. 

Access Password  

Ask the network carrier and input the password. 

APN  

Ask the network carrier to get the APN information and input the APN information. 

Data Usage Limit  

You can enable the function and set the data threshold every month. If data usage is more 
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than the configured threshold, an alarm will be triggered and uploaded to the alarm center 
and mobile client. 

Data Used This Month  

The used data will be accumulated and displayed in this text box. 
 

Push Notifications 

When an alarm is triggered, if you want to send the alarm notification to the mobile phone, you 
can set the notification push parameters. 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Push Notification(s) to enter the page. 
3. Enable the target notification. 

Zone Alarm/Lid Opened  

The device will push notifications when the zone alarm is triggered or the zone lid opened is 
triggered or restored. 

Note 

You need to set event filtering interval time for phone calling. 
  

Peripherals Lid Opened  

The device will push notifications when lid opened of any peripherals is triggered or restored. 

Panel Lid Opened  

The device will push notifications when lid opened of the control panel is triggered or 
restored. 

Panic Alarm  

The device will push notifications when panic alarm is triggered or restored by zones, keypads 
or keyfobs. 

Medical Alarm  

The device will push notifications when medical alarm is triggered. 

Fire Alarm  

The device will push notifications when gas alarm is triggered. 

Panel Status  

The device will push notifications when the control panel system status is changed. 

Zone Status 

The device will push notifications when the zone status is changed. 

Peripherals Status  

The device will push notifications when any peripheral status is changed. 
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Panel Operation 

The device will push notifications when the user operates the AX PRO. 

Smart Alarm Event 

The device will push notifications when the alarm is triggered in thermal cameras. 
5. Tap Phone Call and SMS. 
6. Tap + Add Phone Number to enter the phone number. 
7. Tap the added phone number to enable Phone Call and SMS according to your need. 
8. (For Phone Call) Set Numbers of Calling. 
9. (For SMS) Set Arming Permission, Disarming Permission and Alarm Clearing Permission for 
areas. 

General Hint 

You can enter Common Message. When the alarm is triggered, your customized content will be 
added at the beginning of the message sent by the system. 
 
You can import Common Voice. When the alarm is triggered, your customized voice will be 
added at the beginning of the content of the phone dialed by the system. 

Note 

Only WAV format is supported, up to 512 KB and 15 s. 

 

10. Check notifications. 
 

Alarm Receiving Center (ARC) 

You can set the alarm receiving center's parameters and all alarms will be sent to the configured 
alarm center. 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Alarm Receiving Center (ARC) to enter the page. 
3. Select an ARC and enable it. 

Protocol Type 

    Select the Protocol Type as ADM-CID, ISUP, SIA-DCS, *SIA-DCS, *ADM-CID or CSV-IP to set 
uploading mode. 

Companies 

    Select the support company as None, Hungary-Multi Alarm Receiving Company or French 
Alarm Receiving Company. 

Address Type 

    Select the Address Type as IP Address and Domain Name. Enter server address/domain name, 
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port number and account code. 

Transmission Mode 

    Select the Transmission Mode as TCP or UDP. UDP is recommended by the SIA DC-09 
standard. 

Retry Timeout Period 

    After the selected time, the system will retry to transmit. 

Attempts 

    Set the number of retry attempts. 

Polling Option 

    Set the polling rate with the range from 10 to 3888000 seconds. 

Periodic Test 

    Enter the periodic test interval. 

GMT 

    Enable the Greenwich Mean Time. 

Cloud Service Settings 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Cloud Service Settings to enter the page. 
3. Select the Communication Mode. 

Auto  

The system will select the communication mode automatically according to the sequence of, 
wired network, Wi-Fi network, and cellular data network. Only when the current network is 
disconnected, will the device connect to other network. 

Wired Network & Wi-Fi Priority  

The connection priority order from high to low is: wired network, Wi-Fi, cellular data 
network. 

Wired &Wi-Fi  

The system will select wired network first. If no wired network detected, it will select Wi-Fi 
network. 

Cellular Data Network  

The system will select cellular data network only. 
4. Enable Periodic Test. Enter the periodic test interval. 
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5. Tap Save. 
 

Notification by Email 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Notification by Emails to enter the page. 
3. Enable Email. 
4. Enter the sender name, sender email address, SMTP server address, SMTP port, user name and 

password. 
5. Select the encryption type as None, SSL or TLS. 
6. Enable Server Authentication. 
7. Enter receiver name and receiver email address. Tap Test Receiver Email Address to test 

whether the email address is correct. 
8. Tap Save. 
 

FTP Settings 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ FTP Settings to enter the page. 
3. Select Preferred FTP or Alternated FTP, and enable FTP. 
4. Configure the FTP parameters 

FTP Type 

Set the FTP type as preferred or alternated.  

Protocol Type 

FTP and SFTP are selectable. The files uploading is encrypted by using SFTP protocol. 

Server Address and Port  

The FTP server address and corresponding port. 

User Name and Password  

The FTP user should have the permission to upload pictures. If the FTP server supports 
picture uploading by anonymous users, you can check Anonymous to hide your device 
information during uploading.  

Directory Structure  

The saving path of snapshots in the FTP server. 
4. Tap Save. 
 

NAT 

Universal Plug and Play (UPnP™) is a networking architecture that provides compatibility among 
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networking equipment, software and other hardware devices. The UPnP protocol allows devices 
to connect seamlessly and to simplify the implementation of networks in the home and corporate 
environments. 

Enable the UPnP function, and you don’t need to configure the port mapping for each port, and 
the device is connected to the Wide Area Network via the router.  

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ NAT to enter the page. 
3. Drag the slider to enable UPnP. 
4. Optional: Select the mapping type as Manual and set the HTTP port and the service port. 
5. Click Save to complete the settings 
 

Intercom Service 

You can configure the Intercom service for an intercom sounder. 

Before You Start 

You should enroll an intercom sounder first. 
Only one sounder can be set as the intercom sounder. 

Steps  

1. Tap Communication → Intercom Service to enter the page. 
2. Slide to enable the function. 
3. Set intercom type. 

SIP 

The control panel will use ARC and SIP server. 

IP Receiver Pro 

The control panel will user cloud service. 
4. Select a sounder and tap Save. 
 

Device Maintenance 

You can reboot the device. 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  →Maintenance → Device Maintenance to enter the maintenance page. 
3. Tap Test, and tap Start Walk Test to test the whether the device works properly or not. 
4. Tap Maintenance → Reboot Device. 

The AX PRO will reboot. 

5. Tap  →Maintenance → Device Upgrade to enter the upgrade page. 
  The AX PRO will upgrade to the latest version. 
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5.1.2 Use the Hik-ProConnect Portal 
For AX PRO security control panel, you can perform operations including arming/disarming area, 
silence alarm, bypassing zone etc., and remotely configure the control panel on the Portal. You can 
also apply for PIN (required for upgrading the firmware of AX PRO) and switch the language of AX 
PRO. 

Click Site to enter the site list page, and then click the name of a site to enter site details page. 

Remotely Operate AX PRO 

Click the AX PRO to open the operation panel. And you can perform the following operations. 

Table 4-3 Operation Description 

Operation Description 

Stay Arm a Specific Area 
Select the Area tab, and then click Stay Arming to stay arm the 
area. 

Away Arm a Specific Area Select the Area tab and then click Away Arming.  

Disarm a Specific Area Select the Area tab and then click Disarm. 

Stay Arm Multiple Areas Select the Area tab, and then select areas and click . 

Away Arm Multiple Areas Select the Area tab, and then select areas and click . 

Disarm Multiple Areas Select the Area tab, and then select areas and click . 

Silence Alarms of Multiple 
Areas 

Select the Area tab, and then select areas and click  

Filter Peripheral Device by 
Area 

Select the Device tab, and then click  and select an area to 
only display the peripheral devices linked to the selected area, or 
select All to display all the peripheral devices linked to all the 
areas. 

Control Relay 
Select the Device tab, and then select a wireless output expander 
to display the sirens linked to it, and then select siren(s) to 
enable/disable them. 

Bypass Zone 
Select the Device tab, and then select a zone (i.e., detector) and 
turn on the Bypass switch to bypass the zone. 
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Remotely Configure AX PRO 

You can click  to enter the web page of the security control panel to configure the device. 

Note 

For details about security control panel configuration, see the user manual of the device. 

  

Apply for a PIN 

You can click  →  to open the Apply for a PIN window, and then PIN code will be 
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displayed. 

 

Switch Language 

Note 

You should have applied for a PIN.  

  

You can click  →  to open the Language window, and then set the device language and 
enter the PIN. 

 

Health Monitoring 

1. Enter the Hik-ProConnect Portal web site, and click Health Monitoring → Health Status to enter 
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the page. 

2. Select a site. 

 

3. Click Health Check, and click Check Now. 
When checking is completed, you can view the status and reports of devices. You can also 
export the report.  

 

4. Click  to get the latest device status. 

5.2 Set-up with Hik-Connect 

The operator can use the Hik-Connect to control the device, such as general arming/disarming 
operation, and user management etc. 
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Download and Login the Mobile Client 

 Download the Hik-Connect mobile client and login the client before operating the AX PRO. 

Steps  

1. Download Hik-Connect mobile client. 
2. Optional: Register a new account if it is the first time you use the Hik-Connect mobile client. 

Note 

For details, see User Manual of Hik-Connect Mobile Client. 

  

3. Run and login the client. 

Add AX PRO to the Mobile Client 

Add an AX PRO to the mobile client before other operations.  

Steps  

1. Power on the AX PRO. 
2. Select adding type. 
Tap + → Scan QR Code to enter the Scan QR code page. Scan the QR code on the AX PRO. 

Note 

Normally, the QR code is printed on the label stuck on the back cover of the AX PRO. 
  

Tap + → Manual Adding to enter the Add Device page. Enter the device serial No. with the Hik-
Connect Domain adding type.  
3. Tap  to search the device.  
4. Tap Add on the Results page. 
5. Enter the verification code and tap OK. 
6. After adding completed, enter the device alias and tap Save. 
7. Optional: Tap  → Delete Device to delete the device. 
8. Optional: Tap  →  to edit the device name. 

Add Peripheral to the AX PRO 

Add peripheral to the AX PRO. 

Steps  

1. Select a control device (AX PRO). 
2. Tap + . 

– Tap Scan QR Code to enter the Scan QR code page. Scan the QR code on the peripheral. 

– Tap  to enter the Manually Input page. Enter the device serial No. and select the device 

type to add the device. 
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Main Page 

You can view faults, arm and disarm areas, view device status, etc. 
On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 

page. 

 
Enable Alarm 

Tap  to select Audible Panic Alarm or Silent Panic Alarm. 
 
View Faults 

Tap  to view faults. 
 
Area Management 
Tap + to add an area. 
Tap Area to enter the area management page. Refers to Set Arming/Disarming Schedule for 
details. 
 
Arm/Disarm the Area 
Arm or disarm the area manually as you desired. 
On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the Area 
page.  
 
Operations for a Single Area 
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● Away Arming: Tap  to away arm a single area. When all the people in the detection area 

leave, turn on the Away mode to arm all zones in the area after the defined dwell time.  
● Stay Arming: Tap  to stay arm a single area. When all the people stays inside the detection 

area, turn on the Stay mode to arm all the perimeter burglary detection set in all the zones of all 
areas. 
 

Operations for Multiple Areas 

 
● Select Areas: Tap  to select areas you want to operate. If you do not select areas, following 

operations will take effect for all areas. 
● Away Arming: Tap  to away arm selected areas. When all the people in the detection area 

leave, turn on the Away mode to arm all zones in all areas after the defined dwell time.  
● Stay Arming: Tap  to stay arm all areas. When the people stays inside the detection area, 

turn on the Stay mode to arm all the perimeter burglary detection (such as perimeter detector, 
magnetic contacts, curtain detector in the balcony) set in all the zones of all areas. At the 
meantime, the detectors inside the detection area are bypassed (such as PIR detectors). People 
can move inside the area and alarm will not be triggered. 

● Disarming: Tap  to disarm all areas. In Disarm mode, all the zones of all areas will not 
trigger alarm, no matter alarm events happen or not.  

● Silent Alarm: Tap  to silent alarms for all areas.  
 

Zone Management 

1. Tap Device to view linked zones. 
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2. Tap + to add a new zone. 
3. Tap a zone to enter the management page. You can view device status (e.g. temperature, 

battery status, single strength, etc.).  
4. Tap  on the upper right corner to enter the zone settings page.  
5. Select a zone type. 

Instant Zone  

This Zone type will immediately trigger an alarm event when armed.  

Delay Zone  

Exit Delay: Exit Delay provides you time to leave through the defense area without alarm.  
Entry Delay: Entry Delay provides you time to enter the defense area to disarm the system 
without alarm. 
The system gives Entry/Exit delay time when it is armed or reentered. It is usually used in 
entrance/exit route (e.g. front door/main entrance), which is a key route to arm/disarm via 
operating keyboard for users.  

Note 

 Ensure that timer is no longer than 45 seconds in order to comply with EN50131-1. 
 You can set Stay Arm Delay Time for the delay zone. 
  

Follow Zone 

The zone acts as delayed zone when it detects triggering event during system Entry Delay, 
while it acts as instant zone otherwise. 

Note 

Two trigger types (by trigger times and by zone status) can be selected for the zone. If the zone 
status type is selected, set the trigger operation (trigger arming/disarming). 

  

Disabled Zone  
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Zone disabled ignoring any alarm event. It is usually used to disable faulty detectors. 

24-Hour Zone 

The zone activates all the time with sound/siren output when alarm occurs. It is usually used 
in fire hazardous areas equipped with smoke detectors and temperature sensors. 

Timeout Zone 

The zone activates all the time. The zone type is used to monitor and report the "ACTIVE" 
status of a zone, but it will only report and alarm this status after the programmed time has 
expired. (1 to 599) Seconds. It can be used in places equipped with magnetic contacts that 
require access but for only a short period (e.g., fire hydrant box's door or another external 
security box door).   

6. Enable Cross zone, Silent Alarm, etc. according to your actual needs. 

Note 

Some zones do not support the function. Refer to the actual zone to set the function. 

  

Arm Mode 

If the zone is a public zone (the zone is belongs to more than one areas), you can set arm 
mode. 
And: When all linked areas are armed, the zone will arm. When any of linked areas is 
disarmed, the zone will disarm. 
Or: When any of the linked areas is armed, the zone will arm. When all linked areas are 
disarmed, the zone will disarm. When the zone is in alarm, the disarmed areas linked with the 
zone cannot be armed. 

Stay Arm Bypass 

The zone will be automatically bypassed in stay arming. 

Cross Zone 

PD6662 is not enabled: You need to set the combined time interval.  
When the first zone is triggered, the system will start timing after the zone is restored. If the 
second zone is triggered within the set time, both zones will give alarms. Otherwise, no alarm 
will be triggered.  
If the first zone is not be restored, both zones will give alarms when the second zone is 
triggered, regardless of whether the set time has elapsed. 
PD6662 is enabled: You need to set the combined time interval. 
The first zone will give an alarm when triggered. If the first zone is not restored and the 
second zone is triggered, the system will report the alarm confirmation. 
If the first zone is restored, the system will start timing. If the second zone is triggered within 
the set time, the system will report the alarm confirmation. 
If the first zone is restored, the system will start timing. If the second zone is not triggered 
within the set time, no information will be reported. 

Forbid Bypass on Arming 
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After enabled, you cannot bypass zones when arming. 

Chime 

Enable the doorbell. Usually used for door magnetic detectors. 

Silent Alarm 

After enabled, when an alarm is triggered, only the report will be uploaded and no sound is 
emitted. 

Double knock 

After enabled, the time interval can be set. If the same detector is triggered twice or 
continuously in a period of time, the alarm will be triggered. 

Sounder Delay Time 

The sounder will be triggered immediately (0s) or after the set time.  
7. If required, link a PIRCAM or a camera for the zone.  
8. Click OK. 
 
View Status 
Tap Status to view peripherals’ status. 

 

Bypass Zone 

When the area is armed, you can bypass a particular zone as you desired. 

Before You Start  

Link a detector to the zone. 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
Area page. 

2. Tap Device. 
3. Tap a zone in the Device tab. 
4. Tap  to enter the Settings page. 
5. Enable Bypass and the zone will be in the bypass status. 

Bypass Status 

The detector in the zone does not detect anything and you will not receive any alarm from the 
zone. 

User Management 

The administrator and the installers can manage users. If you are the administrator, you can add, 
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edit, and delete users, and assign different permissions to the newly-added users.  

Steps  

Note 

There are four types of users for the AX PRO, including administrator (or owner), operator, and 
installer (or setter). Different types of users have different permissions for accessing the 
functionality of the AX PRO.  

  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
AX PRO page. 

2. Tap  to enter the Recipient Page. 
3. Select a user to invite. 

– Scan QR code to invite a user. 
– Enter email address/mobile phone number to invite a user. 
– Select a user in the list. 

4. Tap Next to invite the user. 

Note 

The recipient need to accept the invitation. 

  

5. Tap  → User Management → User. 
6. Tap a user to enter the User Information Page. 
7. Optional: Perform the following operations if required. 

User Permission You can tap the target user on the user list and then tap  to set 
the permissions authorized to the target user. 

Note 

Only the administrator can do such an operation. 
  

 

Set Linked Areas If the target user is an operator, tap the target user on the user list 
and then tap Linked Areas to set the area linked to the target user. 

Note 

Only the administrator can do such an operation. 
  

 

Change Keypad 
Password 

If the target user is an administrator, an installer or an operator, you 
can tap the target user on the user list and then tap Change Keypad 
Password to set the keypad password to the target user. 
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Note 

The password (PIN code) is allowed to be 4 to 6 digits. No number is 
disallowed, with 10,000 to 100,000 differs, and no limit of the digit 
combination. 
After you add one keypad, you can add PIN code (Keypad Password) 
in the user menu. When you click in the input box, there will be 
indication shows that 4 to 6 numbers allowed. This is the same for 
each user 
  

 

Change Duress 
Password 

If the target user is an administrator or an operator, you can tap the 
target user on the user list and then tap Change Duress Password to 
set the duress password to the target user. 

Note 

If under duress, you can enter the duress code on the keypad to arm 
and disarm area(s) and upload a duress alarm. 
  

Automation Control An administrator, an installer or an operator can control the relay 
module, wall switch and smart plug. 

  

Note 

● Configuration items and user permission will vary according to the user type. 
● You can view linked Card/Tag and Wireless Keyfob of the user but you do not have 

permission to configure them. 

  

8. Optional: (Only for the administrator) Click + to add a user. 

Card/Tag Management 

After adding cards/tags to the wireless AX PRO, you can swipe the card/tag to arm or disarm all 
the detectors added to specific area(s) of the AX PRO, and silence alarms. 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → User Management → Card/Tag to enter the page. 
3. Tap + to add a card/tag. 
4. When hearing the voice prompt "Swipe Tag", you should present the card/tag on the AX PRO 

card/tag presenting area. 
● When hearing a beep sound, the card/tag is recognized. 
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● The Tag will be displayed on the card/tag page. 
5. Optional: Tap a card/tag to enter the Setting Page. 
6. Tap  to edit the Tag name. 

Note 

● If you log in as an installer, skip this step. Editing Tag name is only available to administrator. 
● The name should contain 1 to 32 characters. 

  

7. Slide Enable Card/Tag. 
8. Select a linked user. 
9. Select the tag type 

Note 

Different linked users have different tag permissions. 

  

Operation Tag  

You can swipe the tag to arm or disarm. 

Patrol Tag  

When you swipe the tag, the system will upload a record. 
10. Optional: Tap Delete to delete the tag. 
 

Device Information 

You can change language and select time zone. 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → System → Configuration to enter the page. 
3. Select device language and time zone. 
4. Enable DST according to your needs. 

DST 

Daylight saving time (also called summer time) is the practice of advancing clocks during the 
lighter months so that evenings have more daylight and mornings have less. 
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System Management 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → System → System Options → System Management to enter the page. 

Forced Auto Arm  

After enabled, when the timed automatic arming starts, if there are an active faults in a zone, 
the zone will be automatically bypass. 

Note 

You should disable the arming function in the Advanced Settings page. Or the AX PRO arming 
with fault function cannot be valid. 
  

Forced Arming 

After enabled, when manual arming starts, if there are an active faults in a zone, the zone will 
be automatically bypass. 

System Status report 

If the option is enabled, the device will upload report automatically when the AX PRO status is 
changed. 

Voice Prompt  

If the option is enabled, the AX PRO will enable the text voice prompt. 
You can set detailed prompt: Fault Prompt On Arming, Fault Prompt On Disarming, Fault 
Prompt When Armed, Fault Prompt When Disarmed, Voice Prompt On Alarm. 

System Volume  

The available system volume range is from 0 to 10. 

Audible Tamper Alarm 

While enabled, the system will alert with buzzer for the tamper alarm(lid opened alarm). 

Alarm Duration 

The time duration of the panel alarm. 

Wireless Supervision Loss 

Set the maximum duration for polling loss. The system will report fault if the duration is over 
the limit.  

Bypass on Re-Arm 

While enabled, the zone with fault will be bypassed automatically when re-arming.  

Jamming Sensitivity Settings 

The device will detect RF interference and push messages when the RF interference interferes 
with communication. You can adjust the detection sensitivity. 
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Fault LED Stay On When Armed  

When system is armed, the fault indicator is always on. 

Arm LED Stay On 

The arm LED is always on.  

Hik-Connect Indicator 

Enable the Hik-Connect indicator. 

Motion Detector Restore 

Motion detectors include all PIR detectors. 

Power Save Mode 

While enabled, the main power supply is off, Wi-Fi enters low power consumption, 4G closes, 
tag reading fails, LED off, and voice prompt off. 

PD6662 

Enable PD6662 standard. Functions that do not meet the standard will not take effect. 
 

Fault Check 

The system determines whether to check the faults listed on the page. The system will only check 
the fault that is selected. 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → System → System Options → System Fault Check to enter the page. 

Detect Network Camera Disconnection  

If the option is enabled, when the linked network camera is disconnected, an alarm will be 
triggered. 

Panel Battery Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when battery is disconnected or out of charge, the device will upload 
events. 

LAN Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when the wired network is disconnected or with other faults, the alarm 
will be triggered. 

Wi-Fi Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when the Wi-Fi is disconnected or with other faults, the alarm will be 
triggered. 

Cellular Network Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when the cellular data network is disconnected or with other faults, the 
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alarm will be triggered. 

Main Power Lost 

If the option is enabled, an alarm will be triggered when the main supply is disconnected. 

AC Power Loss Delay  

The system checks the fault after the configured time duration after AC power down.  
To compliant the EN 50131-3, the check time duration should be 10 s. 

 

Arm Options 

Set advanced authority parameters. 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → System → System Options → Arm Options to enter the page.  
You can set the following parameters: 

Arm with Fault  

Check the faults in the Enable Arming with Fault list, and the device will not stop the arming 
procedure when faults occurred. 

Early Alarm  

If you enable the function, when the zone is armed and the zone is triggered, the alarm will be 
triggered after the set delay time. 

Note 

The early alarm will be taken effect only after the delayed zone is triggered. 
  

3. Tap Save.  

Enrollment Mode 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → System → System Options → Enrollment Mode to enter the page. 
3. Tap Enter the Enrollment Mode. You can enroll the peripheral by triggering it.  

 

Network Camera 

Add, edit and delete network camera channels. 
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Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  →Network Camera → Network Camera Channel to enter the page. 
3. Tap + Add Channel, and enter IP address, user name, password to add the channel. 
4. Tap the Camera. You can view its parameters or tap Delete to delete it. 
5. Tap  to edit parameters. 

Set Video Parameters 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required). 
2. Tap  → Network Camera → Event Video Settings to enter the page. 
3. Select a camera and set the video parameters. 

Stream Type  

Main Stream: Being used in recording and HD preview, it has a high resolution, code rate and 
picture quality. 
Sub-Stream: It is used to transmit network and preview pictures as a video streaming with 
features of lower resolution, bit rate and picture quality. 

Bitrate Type  

Select the Bitrate type as constant or variable. 

Resolution  

Select the resolution of the video output. 

Bitrate  

The higher value corresponds to the higher video quality, but the better bandwidth is 
required. 

Before Alarm 

The recording time length before the alarm. 

After Alarm 

The recording time length after the alarm. 

Set Arming/Disarming Schedule 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → Area to enter the page. 
3. Tap an area in the list, enable the area and select linked areas. 
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4. Enable the auto arm/disarm function and set the auto arm time/auto disarm time. You can also 
set the late to disarm time, entry delay time, exit delay time, sounder delay time, weekend 
exception and excepted holiday.  

Auto Arm  

Enable the area to automatically arm itself in a specific time point. 

Auto Arm Time  

Set the schedule for the area to automatically arm itself. 

Auto Disarm  

Enable the area to automatically disarm itself in a specific time point. 

Auto Disarm Time  

Set the schedule for the area to automatically disarm itself. 

Late to Disarm  

Enable the device to push a notification to the phone or tablet to remind the user to disarm the 
area when the area is still armed after a specific time point. 

Note 

You should enable the Panel Management Notification function on the Web Client of 
Communication Parameters → Event Communication before enabling the Late to Disarm 
function. 
  

Late to Disarm Time  

Set the time point mentioned in Late to Disarm. 

Auto Arm Sound Prompt 

After disabled, the buzzer will not beep before auto arming. 

Weekend Exception  

If enabled, Auto Arm, Auto Disarm, and Late to Disarm are disabled on the weekend. 

Holiday Excepted 

Enable the function and the zone will not be armed/disarmed in the holiday. You should set the 
holiday schedule after enabling. 

Note 

Up to 6 holiday groups can be set. 
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Communication 

Wired Network 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Wired Network to enter the page. 
3. Set the parameters. 
– Automatic Settings: Enable DHCP and set the HTTP port.  
– Manual Settings: Disabled DHCP and set IP Address, Subnet Mask, Gateway Address, DNS 

Server Address. 
4. Optional: Set correct DNS server address if the device needs to visit Hik-Connect server via a 

domain name. 
5. Click Save. 

 

Cellular Data Network 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Cellular Data Network Settings to enter the page. 
3. Enable Cellular Data Network. 
4. Tap to select a SIM card. Tap Parameter Configuration → Edit Icon and set parameters 

including the user name, access password, APN, MTU and PIN code. 
5. Tap Save Icon. 
6. Enable Data Usage Limit. 
7. Edit Data Used This Month and Data Limited per Month. 

Access Number  

Input the operator dialing number. 

Note 

Only the private network SIM card user needs to enter the access number.  

 

User Name  

Ask the network carrier and input the user name. 

Access Password  

Ask the network carrier and input the password. 

APN  

Ask the network carrier to get the APN information and input the APN information. 

Data Usage Limit  

You can enable the function and set the data threshold every month. If data usage is more 
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than the configured threshold, an alarm will be triggered and uploaded to the alarm center 
and mobile client. 

Data Used This Month  

The used data will be accumulated and displayed in this text box. 
 

Push Notifications 

When an alarm is triggered, if you want to send the alarm notification to the mobile phone, you 
can set the notification push parameters. 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Push Notification(s) to enter the page. 
3. Select an ARC or the APP. 
4. Enable the target notification. 

Zone Alarm/Lid Opened  

The device will push notifications when the zone alarm is triggered or the zone lid opened is 
triggered or restored. 

Note 

You need to set event filtering interval time for phone calling. 
  

Peripherals Lid Opened  

The device will push notifications when lid opened of any peripherals is triggered or restored. 

Panel Lid Opened  

The device will push notifications when lid opened of the control panel is triggered or 
restored. 

Panic Alarm  

The device will push notifications when panic alarm is triggered or restored by zones, keypads 
or keyfobs. 

Medical Alarm  

The device will push notifications when medical alarm is triggered. 

Fire Alarm  

The device will push notifications when gas alarm is triggered. 

Panel Status  

The device will push notifications when the control panel system status is changed. 

Zone Status 

The device will push notifications when the zone status is changed. 

Peripherals Status  
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The device will push notifications when any peripheral status is changed. 

Panel Operation 

The device will push notifications when the user operates the AX PRO. 

Smart Alarm Event 

The device will push notifications when the alarm is triggered in thermal cameras. 
5. Tap Phone Call and SMS. 
6. Tap + Add Phone Number to enter the phone number. 
7. Tap the added phone number to enable Phone Call and SMS according to your need. 
8. (For Phone Call) Set Numbers of Calling. 
9. (For SMS) Set Arming Permission, Disarming Permission and Alarm Clearing Permission for 
areas. 

General Hint 

You can enter Common Message. When the alarm is triggered, your customized content will be 
added at the beginning of the message sent by the system. 
You can import Common Voice. When the alarm is triggered, your customized voice will be 
added at the beginning of the content of the phone dialed by the system. 

Note 

Only WAV format is supported, up to 512 KB and 15 s. 

 

10. Check notifications. 
 

Alarm Receiving Center (ARC) 

You can set the alarm receiving center's parameters and all alarms will be sent to the configured 
alarm center. 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Alarm Receiving Center (ARC) to enter the page. 
3. Select an ARC and enable it. 

Protocol Type 

    Select the Protocol Type as ADM-CID, ISUP, SIA-DCS, *SIA-DCS, *ADM-CID or CSV-IP to set 
uploading mode. 

Companies 

    Select the support company as None, Hungary-Multi Alarm Receiving Company or French 
Alarm Receiving Company. 

Address Type 

    Select the Address Type as IP Address and Domain Name. Enter server address/domain name, 
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port number and account code. 

Transmission Mode 

    Select the Transmission Mode as TCP or UDP. UDP is recommended by the SIA DC-09 
standard. 

Retry Timeout Period 

    After the selected time, the system will retry to transmit. 

Attempts 

    Set the number of retry attempts. 

Polling Option 

    Set the polling rate with the range from 10 to 3888000 seconds. 

Periodic Test 

    Enter the periodic test interval. 

GMT 

    Enable the Greenwich Mean Time. 

Cloud Service Settings 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Cloud Service Settings to enter the page. 
3. Select the Communication Mode. 

Auto  

The system will select the communication mode automatically according to the sequence of, 
wired network, Wi-Fi network, and cellular data network. Only when the current network is 
disconnected, will the device connect to other network. 

Wired Network & Wi-Fi Priority  

The connection priority order from high to low is: wired network, Wi-Fi, cellular data 
network. 

Wired &Wi-Fi  

The system will select wired network first. If no wired network detected, it will select Wi-Fi 
network. 

Cellular Data Network  

The system will select cellular data network only. 
4. Enable Periodic Test. Enter the periodic test interval. 
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5. Tap Save. 
 

Notification by Email 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ Notification by Emails to enter the page. 
3. Enable Email. 
4. Enter the sender name, sender email address, SMTP server address, SMTP port, user name and 

password. 
5. Select the encryption type as None, SSL or TLS. 
6. Enable Server Authentication. 
7. Enter receiver name and receiver email address. Tap Test Receiver Email Address to test 

whether the email address is correct. 
8. Tap Save. 
 

FTP Settings 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ FTP Settings to enter the page. 
3. Select Preferred FTP or Alternated FTP, and enable FTP. 
4. Configure the FTP parameters 

FTP Type 

Set the FTP type as preferred or alternated.  

Protocol Type 

FTP and SFTP are selectable. The files uploading is encrypted by using SFTP protocol. 

Server Address and Port  

The FTP server address and corresponding port. 

User Name and Password  

The FTP user should have the permission to upload pictures. If the FTP server supports 
picture uploading by anonymous users, you can check Anonymous to hide your device 
information during uploading.  

Directory Structure  

The saving path of snapshots in the FTP server. 
4. Tap Save. 
 

NAT 

Universal Plug and Play (UPnP™) is a networking architecture that provides compatibility among 
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networking equipment, software and other hardware devices. The UPnP protocol allows devices 
to connect seamlessly and to simplify the implementation of networks in the home and corporate 
environments. 

Enable the UPnP function, and you don’t need to configure the port mapping for each port, and 
the device is connected to the Wide Area Network via the router.  

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  → Communication Parameters→ NAT to enter the page. 
3. Drag the slider to enable UPnP. 
4. Optional: Select the mapping type as Manual and set the HTTP port and the service port. 
5. Click Save to complete the settings 
 
 

Intercom Service 

You can configure the Intercom service for an intercom sounder. 

Before You Start 

You should enroll an intercom sounder first. 
Only one sounder can be set as the intercom sounder. 

Steps  

1. Tap Communication → Intercom Service to enter the page. 
2. Slide to enable the function. 
3. Set intercom type. 

SIP 

The control panel will use ARC and SIP server. 

IP Receiver Pro 

The control panel will user cloud service. 
4. Select a sounder and tap Save. 

Device Maintenance 

You can reboot the device. 

Steps  

1. In the site, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required).  
2. Tap  →Maintenance → Reboot Device. to enter the maintenance page. 

The AX PRO will reboot. 

3. Tap  →Maintenance → Device Upgrade to check the system version. 
  The AX PRO will upgrade to the latest version. 

4. Optional: Tap  →Maintenance → Remote Log Collection to enable the function. 
Remote Log Collection is for getting logs relating to the device. When this is enabled, our 
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technical support will be able to collect logs relating to the device remotely and upload them to 
our server for troubleshooting. You can set the validity period according to actual needs. This 
function will be disabled after the set validity period. 

Wi-Fi Connection 

You can make the AX PRO connect to Wi-Fi through APP. 

Steps  

1. On the device list page, tap the AX PRO and then log in to the device (if required) to enter the 
page. 

2. Tap  → Configure Wi-Fi Network. 
3. Follow the instructions on the page and change the AX PRO to the AP mode. Tap Next.  
4. Select a stable Wi-Fi for the device to connect. 
5. Back to configuration page to enter the Wi-Fi password and tap Next. 
6. Tap Connect to a network and wait for connection. 

After the connection is completed, the AX PRO will prompt to exit AP mode and automatically 
switch to STA mode. 

Check Alarm Notification 

When an alarm is triggered, and you will receive an alarm notification. You can check the alarm 
information from the mobile client. 

Before You Start  

● Make sure you have linked a zone with a detector. 
● Make sure the zone is not bypassed. 
● Make sure you have not enabled the silent zone function. 

Steps  

1. Tap Notification in the mobile client to enter the page. 
All alarm notifications are listed in Notification page. 

2. Select an alarm and you can view the alarm details. 
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3. Optional: If the zone has linked a camera, you can view the playback when the alarm is 

triggered. 

4. Optional: Tap  to search events by dates or devices. 

 

5.3 Set-up with the Web Client 

Steps  

1. Connect the device to the Ethernet. 
2. Search the device IP address via the client software and the SADP software. 
3. Enter the searched IP address in the address bar. 
4. Use the activation user name and password to login. 

Note 

 Only the administrator and the installer can login to the web client. 
 The user name and the password are the ones when activating via Hik-Connect or Hik-

ProConnect. 

 

You can view the user, device, and area status on the overview page. 
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5.3.1 Communication Settings 

Wired Network 

You can set the device IP address and other network parameters. 

Steps  

Note 

Functions varied depending on the model of the device. 

  

1. Click Communication→ Wired Network to enter the page.  
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2. Set the parameters. 
– Automatic Settings: Enable DHCP and set the HTTP port.  
– Manual Settings: Disabled DHCP and set IP Address, Subnet Mask, Gateway Address, DNS 

Server Address. 
3. Optional: Set correct DNS server address if the device needs to visit Hik-Connect server via a 

domain name. 
4. Click Save. 

Wi-Fi 

You can set the Wi-Fi parameters if there are secure and credible Wi-Fi networks nearby. 

Steps  

1. Click Communication → Wi-Fi to enter the Wi-Fi page. 
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2. Connect to a Wi-Fi. 
– Manually Connect: Input the SSID Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi Password, select Encryption Mode and click 

Save.  
– Select from Network List: Select a target Wi-Fi from the Network list. Click Connect and input 

Wi-Fi password and click Connect.  
3. Click WLAN to enter the WLAN page. 

 

4. Set IP Address, Subnet Mask, Gateway Address, and DNS Server Address. 
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Note 

If enable DHCP, the device will gain the Wi-Fi parameters automatically.  

  

5. Click Save. 

Cellular Network 

Set the cellular network parameters if you insert a SIM card inside the device. By using the cellular 
network, the device can upload alarm notifications to the alarm center. 

Before You Start  

Insert a SIM card into the device SIM card slot. 

Steps  

1. Click Communication → Cellular Data Network to enter the Cellular Data Network Settings 
page. 

 

Note 

Only the private network SIM card user needs to enter the access number.  

 

2. Enable the function. 
3. Set the cellular data network parameters. 

Access Number  

Input the operator dialing number. 
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Note 

Only the private network SIM card user needs to enter the access number.  

 

User Name  

Ask the network carrier and input the user name. 

Access Password  

Ask the network carrier and input the password. 

APN  

Ask the network carrier to get the APN information and input the APN information. 

Data Usage Limit  

You can enable the function and set the data threshold every month. If data usage is more 
than the configured threshold, an alarm will be triggered and uploaded to the alarm center 
and mobile client. 

Data Used This Month  

The used data will be accumulated and displayed in this text box. 
4. Click Save. 

Alarm Center 

You can set the alarm center’s parameters and all alarms will be sent to the configured alarm 
center. 

Steps  

1. Click Communication → Alarm Receiving Center to enter the Alarm Receiving Center page. 
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2. Select the ARC as 1 or 2 for configuration, and slide the slider to enable the selected alarm 
receiver center. 

Note 

Only if the alarm receiver center 1(ARC1) is enabled, you can set the alarm receiver center 2 as 
the backup channel and edit the channel parameters. 

  

3. Select the Protocol Type as ADM-CID, ISUP, SIA-DCS, *SIA-DCS, *ADM-CID, CSV-IP, or FSK 
Module to set uploading mode.  

Note 

Standard DC-09 Protocol 
ADM-CID: The data presenting method of DC-09 is CID, which is not encrypted and only for 
uploading alarm report. 
 *ADM-CID: The data presenting method of DC-09 is CID, which is encrypted and only for 
uploading alarm report. 
 SIA-DCS: The data presenting method of DC-09 is DCS (also called SIA protocol), which is not 
encrypted and only for uploading alarm report. 
 *SIA-DCS: The data presenting method of DC-09 is DCS (also called SIA protocol), which is 
encrypted and only for uploading alarm report. 
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ADM-CID or SIA-DCS: You should select the Alarm Receiver Type as IP or Domain name, and 
enter the IP address, port number, account code, impulse counting time, attempts, polling rate. 

Note 

Set the polling rate with the range from 10 to 3888000 seconds. 
  

ISUP, CSV-IP, or FSK: You do not need to set the protocol parameters.  
*SIA-DCS or *ADM-CID You should select the Alarm Receiver Type as IP or Domain name, and 
enter the IP address, port number, account code, impulse counting time, attempts, polling rate, 
encryption arithmetic, password length and secret key. 

Note 

Set the polling rate with the range from 10 to 3888000 seconds. 
 

4. Click Save. 
 

Use PIRCAM to Upload Pictures or Videos 

You can enable the PIRCAM function to upload pictures or videos. 
1. Upload Pictures 

You can choose to upload 1 to 20 pictures. 
(1) Click Communication → Alarm Receiving Center to enter the page. 
(2) Slide the slider to enable the selected alarm receiver center. 
(3) Select the Protocol Type as SIA-DCS. 
(4) Select the Companies as French Alarm Receiving Company. 
(5) Click Save. 

 

(6) Configure SMTP or FTP parameters. 

Configure SMTP parameters: 
Click Communication → Notification by Email. 
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Enable Video Verification Events and set corresponding parameters. For details, see 
Notification by Email. Click Save. 

 

Configure FTP parameters: 

Click Communication → FTP to enter the FTP Settings page. 

Slide the slider to enable FTP and set corresponding parameters. For details, see FTP. 
Click Save. 

 

2. Upload Videos 

In this condition, when the PIRCAM is set to catch more than two pictures, videos will be 
uploaded.  

(1) Click Communication → Alarm Receiving Center to enter the page. 
(2) Slide the slider to enable the selected alarm receiver center. 
(3) Select the Protocol Type as SIA-DCS. 
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(4) Click Save. 
(5) Configure SMTP or FTP parameters as same as Upload Photos. 

Notification Push 

When an alarm is triggered, if you want to send the alarm notification to the client, alarm center, 
cloud or mobile phone, you can set the notification push parameters. 

Steps  

1. Click Communication → Event Types Notification. 

 

2. Enable the target notification. 

Zone Alarm/Lid Opened 

The device will push notifications when the zone alarm (on web client, software client or mobile 
client) is triggered or the zone peripherals alarm is triggered or restored. 

Peripherals Lid Opened 

The device will push notifications when lid opened alarm of any peripheral is triggered or 
restored. 

Panel Lid Opened 

The device will push notifications when lid opened alarm of the control panel is triggered or 
restored. 

Panic Alarm 
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The device will push notifications when panic alarm on keypads or keyfobs is triggered or 
restored. 

Medical Alarm 

The device will push notifications when medical alarm on keypads is triggered. 

Fire Alarm 

The device will push notifications when fire alarm on keypads is triggered or a user presses the 
fire alarm key on the keypad. 

Gas Alarm 

The device will push notifications when gas alarm on keypads is triggered. 

Panel Status 

The device will push notifications when the control panel system status is changed. 

Zone Status 

The device will push notifications when any zone status is changed.  

Peripherals Status 

The device will push notifications when any peripheral status is changed. 

Panel Operation 

The device will push notifications when the user operate the control panel. 

Smart Alarm Event 

The device will push notifications when alarm is triggered in network cameras. 
3. Optional: For Alarm Receiving Center, you need to select center number before settings. 
4. Optional: If you want to send the alarm notifications to the mobile client, you should set Phone 

Call and SMS parameters. 
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(1) Set the Mobile Phone Index and Mobile Phone Number. 
(2) Check Voice Call on Telephone page. 
(3) Select time of Filtering Interval Time and Number of Calls. 
(4) Check SMS on Message page. 
(5) Select areas that have arming, disarming or alarm clearing permission. 

General Hint 

You can import Common Voice. When the alarm is triggered, your customized voice will be 
added at the beginning of the content of the phone dialed by the system. 

Note 

Only WAV format is supported, up to 512 KB and 15 s. 

 

You can enter Common Message. When the alarm is triggered, your customized content will be 
added at the beginning of the message sent by the system. 

5. Click Save. 
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Note 

For mobile phone notification: 
 You need to press * to finish the call. 
 It is required to add control code when entering the mobile phone number. 

  

 

Cloud Service 

If you want to register the device to the mobile client for remote configuration, you should set the 
mobile client registration parameters. 

Before You Start  

● Connect the device to the network via wired connection, dial-up connection, or Wi-Fi 
connection. 

● Set the device IP address, subnet mask, gateway and DNS server in the LAN. 

Steps  

1. Click Communication → Cloud Service to enter the Hik-Connect Registration Settings page. 

 

2. Check Register to Hik-Connect. 

Note 

By default, the device Hik-Connect service is enabled. 

  

You can view the device status in the Hik-Connect server (www.hik-connect.com). 
3. Enable Custom Server Address. 

The server address is already displayed in the Server Address text box.  
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4. Select a communication mode from the drop-down list according to the actual device 
communication method. 

Wired Network & Wi-Fi Priority  

The connection priority order from high to low is: wired network, Wi-Fi, cellular data 
network. 

Wired &Wi-Fi  

The system will select wired network first. If no wired network detected, it will select Wi-Fi 
network. 

Cellular Data Network  

The system will select cellular data network only. 
5. Optional: Change the verification code. 

Note 

● By default, the verification code is displayed in the text box. 
● The verification code should contain 6 to 12 letters or digits. For security reasons, an 8-

character password is suggested, which containing two or more of the following character 
types: uppercases, lowercases, and digits. 

  

6. Enable Periodic Test. Enter the periodic test interval. 
7. Click Save. 

Notification by Email 

You can send the alarm video or event to the configured email. 

Steps  

1. Click Communication → Notification by Email to enter the page. 
2. Select Email 1 or Email 2. (Email 2 is a backup for Email 1.) 
3. Enable Video Verification Events and Server Authentication. 
4. Enter the sender’s information. 

Note 

It is recommended to use Gmail and Hotmail for sending mails. 
Only if the zone is linked with a network camera, the alarm email will be attached with alarm 
video. 

  

5. Enter the receiver's information. 
6. Click Receiver Address Test and make sure the address is correct. 
7. Click Save. 
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NAT 

Universal Plug and Play (UPnP™) is a networking architecture that provides compatibility among 
networking equipment, software and other hardware devices. The UPnP protocol allows devices 
to connect seamlessly and to simplify the implementation of networks in the home and corporate 
environments. 

Enable the UPnP function, and you don’t need to configure the port mapping for each port, and 
the device is connected to the Wide Area Network via the router.  

Steps  

1. Click Communication → NAT to enter the page. 

 

2. Drag the slider to enable UPnP. 
3. Optional: Select the mapping type as Manual and set the HTTP port and the service port. 
4. Click Save to complete the settings 

FTP 

You can configure the FTP server to save alarm video. 

Steps  

1. Click Communication → FTP to enter the page. 
2. Configure the FTP parameters 

FTP Type 

Set the FTP type as preferred or alternated.  

Protocol Type 

FTP and SFTP are selectable. The files uploading is encrypted by using SFTP protocol. 
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FTP Server and Port No. 

The FTP server address and corresponding port. 

User Name and Password  

The FTP user should have the permission to upload pictures. If the FTP server supports 
picture uploading by anonymous users, you can check Anonymous to hide your device 
information during uploading.  

Directory Structure  

The saving path of snapshots in the FTP server. 
 

 Intercom Service 

You can configure the Intercom service for an intercom sounder. 

Before You Start 

You should enroll an intercom sounder first. 
Only one sounder can be set as the intercom sounder. 

Steps  

1. Click Communication → Intercom Service to enter the page. 
2. Slide to enable the function. 
3. Set intercom type. 

SIP 

The control panel will use ARC and SIP server. 

IP Receiver Pro 

The control panel will user cloud service. 
4. Select a sounder and click Save. 

5.3.2 Device Management 

You can manage the enrolled peripherals including detector, sounder, keypad, etc. in this section. 

Zone 

You can set the zone parameters on the zone page. 

Steps  

1. Click Device → Zone to enter the Zone page. 

 

2. Select a zone and click  to enter the Zone Settings page. 
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3. Edit the zone name. 
4. Check linked areas. 

Note 

 Only enabled areas will be listed. 
 The newly added peripheral is linked to area 1 by default. 

 

5. Select a zone type. 

Instant Zone  

This Zone type will immediately trigger an alarm event when armed.  

Delay Zone  

Exit Delay: Exit Delay provides you time to leave through the defense area without alarm.  
Entry Delay: Entry Delay provides you time to enter the defense area to disarm the system 
without alarm. 
The system gives Entry/Exit delay time when it is armed or reentered. It is usually used in 
entrance/exit route (e.g. front door/main entrance), which is a key route to arm/disarm via 
operating keyboard for users.  

Note 

 You can set 2 different time durations in System Options → Schedule & Timer. 
 Ensure that timer is no longer than 45 seconds in order to comply with EN50131-1. 
 You can set Stay Arm Delay Time for the delay zone. 
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Panic Zone  

The zone activates all the time. It is usually used in the sites equipped with panic button, 
smoke detector and glass-break detector. 

Follow Zone 

The zone acts as delayed zone when it detects triggering event during system Entry Delay, 
while it acts as instant zone otherwise. 

Keyswitch Zone  

The linked area will arm after being triggered, and disarm after being restored. In the case of 
the tampering alarm, the arming and disarming operation will not be triggered. 

Note 

Two trigger types (by trigger times and by zone status) can be selected for the zone. If the zone 
status type is selected, set the trigger operation (trigger arming/disarming). 

  

Disabled Zone  

Zone disabled ignoring any alarm event. It is usually used to disable faulty detectors. 

24-hour Zone 

The zone activates all the time with sound/siren output when alarm occurs. It is usually used 
in fire hazardous areas equipped with smoke detectors and temperature sensors. 

Timeout Zone 

The zone activates all the time. The zone type is used to monitor and report the "ACTIVE" 
status of a zone, but it will only report and alarm this status after the programmed time has 
expired. (1 to 599) Seconds. It can be used in places equipped with magnetic contacts that 
require access but for only a short period (e.g., fire hydrant box's door or another external 
security box door).   

6. Enable Cross zone, Silent Alarm, etc. according to your actual needs. 

Note 

Some zones do not support the function. Refer to the actual zone to set the function. 

  

Arm Mode 

If the zone is a public zone (the zone is belongs to more than one areas), you can set arm 
mode. 
And: When all linked areas are armed, the zone will arm. When any of linked areas is 
disarmed, the zone will disarm. 
Or: When any of the linked areas is armed, the zone will arm. When all linked areas are 
disarmed, the zone will disarm. When the zone is in alarm, the disarmed areas linked with the 
zone cannot be armed. 

Stay Arm Bypass 
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The zone will be automatically bypassed in stay arming. 

Cross Zone 

PD6662 is not enabled: You need to set the combined time interval.  
When the first zone is triggered, the system will start timing after the zone is restored. If the 
second zone is triggered within the set time, both zones will give alarms. Otherwise, no alarm 
will be triggered.  
If the first zone is not be restored, both zones will give alarms when the second zone is 
triggered, regardless of whether the set time has elapsed. 
PD6662 is enabled: You need to set the combined time interval. 
The first zone will give an alarm when triggered. If the first zone is not restored and the 
second zone is triggered, the system will report the alarm confirmation. 
If the first zone is restored, the system will start timing. If the second zone is triggered within 
the set time, the system will report the alarm confirmation. 
If the first zone is restored, the system will start timing. If the second zone is not triggered 
within the set time, no information will be reported. 

Forbid Bypass on Arming 

After enabled, you cannot bypass zones when arming. 

Chime 

Enable the doorbell. Usually used for door magnetic detectors. 

Silent Alarm 

After enabled, when an alarm is triggered, only the report will be uploaded and no sound is 
emitted. 

Double knock 

After enabled, the time interval can be set. If the same detector is triggered twice or 
continuously in a period of time, the alarm will be triggered. 

Sounder Delay Time 

The sounder will be triggered immediately (0s) or after the set time.  
7. If required, link a PIRCAM or a camera for the zone.  
8. Click OK. 

Note 

After adding the transmitter, you can click Device → Zone → Enroll to add a wired zone. Select 
the Relate Mode as Wired, the Device Source as Single or Multi Transmitter, the Channel and 
click OK. 
After setting the zone, you can enter Maintenance → Device Status → Zone Status to view the 
zone status. 

 

9. Optional: Click Device → Zone and click Detector Settings. You can set detector parameters. 
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Sounder 

The sounder is enrolled to the AX PRO via the wireless receiver module, and the 868 Mhz wireless 
sounder can be enrolled to the hybrid AX PRO via the wireless receiver that is at the address of 9. 

Steps  

1. Click Device → Sounder to enter the Sounder page. 
2. Click  to enter the Sounder Settings page. 

 
 

3. Set the alarm name, the volume and the duration.  
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Note 

The available alarm volume range is from 0 to 3 (function varies according to the model of 
device).  
The available alarm duration range is from 10 to 900 s. 

  

4. Select the linked area.  

Note 

 Only enabled areas will be listed. 
 The newly added peripheral is linked to area 1 by default. 

 

5. Select to enable Alarm Strobe Flash, Alarm Buzzer, Lid Open When Disarmed, Arm/Disarm LED 
Indicator, and Arm/Disarm Buzzer. 

Alarm Strobe Flash 

Enable alarm strobe light. 

Alarm Buzzer 

Enable alarm buzzer. 

Lid Open When Disarmed 

When the linked area is disarmed, there is a lid opened alarm triggered by a peripheral, and 
the sounder will also be triggered.  

Arm/Disarm Indicator 

Enable arm/disarm LED indicator. 

Arm/Disarm Buzzer 

Enable arm/disarm buzzer. 

Chime Indicator 

Enable chime. 

Buzzer Indicator on Delay Zone 

When the area entry delay or exit delay, in addition to the control panel, the sounder will also 
give an alarm. 

Intercom Service 

Enable intercom service. Only one sounder can enable this function. 
6. Set the Polling Rate.  
7. If required, enable Enroll Wireless Sounder. 
8. Click OK. 
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Note 

After the sounder is configured, you can click Maintenance → Device Status → Sounder Status 
to view the sounder status. 

  

Keypad 

You can set the parameters of the keypad that is enrolled to the AX PRO.  

Steps  

1. Click Device → Keypad to enter the page. 
2. Click  to enter the Keypad Settings page. 

 

3. Set the keypad name.  
4. Enable the function of buzzer, silent panic alarm, silent medical alarm, and keypad button. 
5. Enable the function of arming without password and active on entry delay. 
6. Check the Enable check box of Back-light Off Time, and set the duration of light off. 
7. Set the polling rate. 
8. Select the keypad linked area. 

Note 

 Only enabled areas will be listed. 
 The newly added peripheral is linked to area 1 by default. 

 

9. Set whether to cancel the enrollment of the keypad or not. If the link is enabled, the device will 
be deleted. 

10. Click OK. 
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Note 

● After the keypad is configured, you can click Maintenance → Device Status → Keypad Status 
to view the keypad status. 

● You can set the keypad password on the page of User → User Management→ Operation. 

  

Tag Reader 

You can set the parameters of the tag reader. 

Steps  

1. Click Device → Automation to enter the page. 
2. Click Enroll, enter the serial No. to add a tag reader. 
3. Click  to edit the tag reader parameters. 

 
4. Edit device name. 
5. Check linked areas. 
6. Select operation mode. 

Standard Mode 

Area selection and fault confirmation are supported when swiping tag to arm or disarm. 

Simple Mode 

No Area selection and fault confirmation when swiping tag to arm or disarm. 
7. Choose whether to enable the Buzzer. After disable the buzzer, there will be no beep when 

swiping the tag. 
8. Set Polling Rate. 
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9. Optional: Enable Link to Wireless Tag Reader. 
10. Click OK. 

Automation 

You can set the parameters of the relay outputs that is enrolled to the AX PRO.  

Steps  

1. Click Device → Automation to enter the page. 
2. Click Enroll, enter the serial No. and select the device type to add a relay output device. 
3. Click  to edit the relay information. 

 

 Set the name of the relay output device. 
 Select the linked area for output. 

Note 

 Only enabled areas will be listed. 
 The newly added peripheral is linked to area 1 by default. 
 The function varies according to different relay types 

 

 Set the original status as Normally Closed or Normally Open. 
 Set the event for being triggered. 
 Set the activation after being triggered. 
 Set whether to link to the relay output device or not. If the link is enabled, the device will be 

deleted.  
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Repeater 

The repeater can amplify signals between the control panel and the peripherals.  

Steps  

1. Click Device → Repeater to enter the page. 
2. Click Enroll, enter the serial No. and select the device type to add a repeater. 
3. Click Enter Paring Mode to make the repeater enter the mode of device paring. 
4. When the distance between the peripheral and the control panel is far, the repeater can be used 

as a transfer station for pairing. The pairing mode lasts for 3 minutes and cannot be interrupted. 
After the pairing is successful, a list of connected devices will be displayed.  

 

 
5. Click  to edit the repeater information. 

 
 Set the name of the repeater. 
 Set the polling rate of the repeater. 
 Set whether to cancel the enrollment of the repeater or not. If the link is enabled, the device 

will be deleted. 
6. Click  to enter the Manual Retransmission Rules page.  
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 Select the Device Type.  
 Check Active Functions.  
 Click OK, then the devices can be manually retransmitted. 

Transmitter 

You can set the parameters of the transmitter.  

Steps  

1. Click Device → Transmitter to enter the page. 
2. Click Enroll, enter the Serial No. and select the device model to add a transmitter. 
3. Click  to edit the transmitter information. 

 

4. Set the name of the transmitter. 
5. Set the polling rate of the transmitter. 
6. Enable Enroll Wireless Transmission. 
7. Click OK. 
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Network Camera 

You can add network cameras in the system. 

Steps  

1. Click Device → Camera to enter the page. 
2. Click Enroll, enter the IP address, user name and password to add a camera. 

 

3. Click  to edit the camera information. 

You can also click  to edit the camera, or click  to delete the camera. 

5.3.3 Area Settings 

Basic Settings 

You can link zones to the selected area. 

Steps  

1. Click Area → Basic Settings to enter the page. 
2. Select an area. 
3. Check Enable.  
4. Click Edit Linked Zone and Edit Linked Peripheral to check linked zones or peripherals. 
5. Click Save to complete the settings. 
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5.3.4 Video Management 

You can add two network cameras to the AX PRO, and link the camera with the selected zone for 
video monitoring. You can also receive and view the event video via client and Email. 

Add Cameras to the AX PRO 

Steps  

1. Click Device → Network Camera to enter the network camera management page. 

 
 

2. Click Enroll, and enter the basic information of the camera, such as IP address and port No., and 
select the protocol type.  

3. Enter the user name and password of the camera. 

SADP Scanning 

Scan all network cameras in the same LAN. A list will pop up after scanning. You can directly 
check to add cameras in the list. 

4. Click OK. 
5. Optional: Click Edit or Delete to edit or delete the selected camera. 

Link a Camera with the Zone 

Steps  

1. Click Device → Zone to enter the configuration page. 
2. Select a zone that you wish to include video monitoring, and click . 
3. Select the Link Camera. 
4. Click OK. 
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Note 

Only if the zone is linked with a network camera, the alarm email will be attached with alarm 
video. 

  

Set Video Parameters 

Steps  

1. Click Device → Network Camera → Video Parameters to enter the page. 

 

2. Select a camera and set the video parameters. 

Stream Type  

Main Stream: Being used in recording and HD preview, it has a high resolution, code rate and 
picture quality. 
Sub-Stream: It is used to transmit network and preview pictures as a video streaming with 
features of lower resolution, bit rate and picture quality. 

Bitrate Type  

Select the Bitrate type as constant or variable. 

Resolution  

Select the resolution of the video output. 

Video Bitrate  

The higher value corresponds to the higher video quality, but the better bandwidth is 
required. 
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5.3.5 Permission Management 

Add/Edit/Delete Keyfob 

You can add keyfob to the AX PRO and you can control the AX PRO via the keyfob. You can also 
edit the keyfob information or delete the keyfob from the AX PRO. 

Steps  

1. Click Device → Keyfob to enter the Keyfob Management page. 
2. Click Enroll and press any key on the keyfob. 
3. Set the keyfob parameters. 

Name  

Customize a name for the keyfob. 

Permission Settings  

Check different items to assign permissions. 

Single Key Settings  

Select from the drop-down list to set I key and II key's functions 

Combination Keys Settings  

Select from the drop-down list to set combination keys' functions. 
  

4. Click OK. 
5. Optional: Click  to edit the keyfob information. 
6. Optional: Delete a single keyfob or check multiple keyfobs and click Delete to delete the keyfobs 

in batch. 

Note 

The communication of wireless devices like keyfob was identified by the SN number, which will 
be encrypted during transmission. The SN number was leading with character Q to Z, and 
following 8 digits, like Q02235774.Allowing for a maximum number of 100,000,000 (10 to the 
power of 8 [digits]). 

  

Add/Edit/Delete Tag 

You can add tag to the AX PRO and you can use the Tag to arm/disarm the zone. You can also edit 
the tag information or delete the tag from the AX PRO.  

Note 

The communication of tag was identified by the SN number, which will be encrypted during 

transmission. The SN number was leading with 32 digits, and there are at most 4,294,967,296 SN 

numbers can be identified. 
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Steps  

1. Click Device → Tag to enter the management page. 
2. Click Enroll and place a Tag on the Tag area of the AX PRO. 
3. Customize a name for the Tag in the pop-up window. 
4. Select the Tag type and Tag linked area. 
5. Select the permission for the Tag. 

Note 

You should allocate at least a permission for the Tag. 

  

6. Click OK and the tag information will be displayed in the list. 

Note 

The Tag supports at least 20-thousand serial numbers.  

  

7. Optional: Click  and you can change the Tag name. 
8. Optional: Delete a single Tag or check multiple Tags and click Delete to delete Tags in batch. 

5.3.6 Maintenance 

Device Information 

You can view device name and other information. 
 
Click Maintenance → Device Information to enter the page. 
You can view device model, device serial No., device firmware version, web version or click About 
→ View Licenses to view the source software licenses. 
 
You can go to System → System settings to change the device name. 

Local Log Search 

You can search the log on the device. 

 

Click Maintenance→ Log to enter the Local Log Search page. 
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Select a primary event and a secondary event from the drop-down list, set the log start time and 
end time and click Filter. All filtered log information will be displayed in the list. 
You can also click Reset to reset all search conditions. 

Test 

The AX PRO supports walk test function.  

Steps  

1. Enter Maintenance → Device Maintenance → Test to enable the function. 
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Note 

Only when all the detectors are without fault, you can enter the mode TEST mode. 

  

2. Enable Test to start walk test. 
3. Click Save to complete the settings. 
4. Trigger the detector in each zone. 
5. Check the test result. 

System Maintenance 

You can reboot the device, restore default settings, import/export configuration file, or upgrade 
the device remotely. 
Select the device and click  in the client software, or enter the device IP address in the address 
bar of the web browser. Click Maintenance→ Device Maintenance→ Maintenance to enter the 
Upgrade and Maintenance page. 

 

Reboot  

Click Reboot to reboot the device. 

Restore Default Settings  

Click Partly Restore to restore all parameters except for device time zone information, user 
parameters, wired network, Wi-Fi network, HC information detector information, detector 
information enrolled in the zone and enrolled wireless peripheral information to default ones. 
Click Restore All to restore all parameters to the factory settings. 

Import Configuration File  

Click View to select configuration file from the PC and click Import Configuration File to import 
configuration parameters to the device. Importing configuration file requires entering the 
password set at the time of exporting. 

Export Configuration File  

Click Export Configuration File to export the device configuration parameters to the PC. 
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Exporting configuration file requires a password to be used for file encryption. 

Tamper Alarm on HPC Login 

After this function is enabled, the device lid opened alarm (tamper alarm) takes effect when 
installer login. (By default, the lid opened alarm (tamper alarm) does not take effect when the 
installer login.) 
 

Export File 

You can export debugging file to the PC.  

Steps  

1. Click Maintenance → Device Maintenance → Export File to enter the page. 

 

2. Slide to enable the function. 
3. Click Export to save the debugging file in the PC. 

Security Audit Log 

You can add the Security Audit Server to the system. The device will upload web logs to the server. 

Steps 

2. Click System Maintenance → Device Maintenance → Security Audit Log to enter the page. 

 

3. Check Enable Log Upload Server. 
4. Enter log server IP and port. 
5. Click View to select a certificate. 
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Note 

Formats include ca.crt、ca-chan.crt、private.txt are allowed. 

  

6. Click Install. 
7. Click Save. 

5.3.7 System Settings 

Time Settings 

You can set the device time zone, synchronize device time, and set the DST time. The device 
supports time synchronization via Hik-Connect Guarding Vision server.  

Time Management 

Click System → System Settings → Time Management to enter the Time Management page.  

 

You can select a time zone from the drop-down list. 
You can synchronize the device time manually with NTP. Check the check box of NTP Time Sync., 
enter the server address and port No., and set the synchronization interval. 
You can synchronize the device time manually. Or check Sync. with Computer Time to synchronize 
the device time with the computer time. 

Note 

While you synchronize the time manually or with the computer time, the system records the log 
“SDK Synchronization”. 
  

 

DST Management 

Click System → System Settings → DST Management to enter the Time Management page.  
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You can enable the DST and set the DST bias, DST start time, and DST end time. 

Authority Management 

Set the authority options. 
Click System → System Options → System Management to enter the page. 

  

Forced Auto Arm  

After enabled, when the timed automatic arming starts, if there are an active faults in a zone, 
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the zone will be automatically bypass. 

Note 

You should disable the arming function in the Advanced Settings page. Or the AX PRO arming 
with fault function cannot be valid. 
  

Forced Arming 

After enabled, when manual arming starts, if there are an active faults in a zone, the zone will 
be automatically bypass. 

System Status report 

If the option is enabled, the device will upload report automatically when the AX PRO status is 
changed. 

Voice Prompt  

If the option is enabled, the AX PRO will enable the text voice prompt. 

System Volume  

The available system volume range is from 0 to 10. 

Audible Tamper Alarm 

While enabled, the system will alert with buzzer for the tamper alarm. 

Panel Lockup Button 

Enable/disable the lockup button for the control panel. 

Bypass on Re-Arm 

While enabled, the zone with fault will be bypassed automatically when re-arming. 

Polling Loss Times 

Set the maximum duration for polling loss. The system will report fault if the duration is over 
the limit. 

Fault LED Stay On When Armed  

When system is armed, the fault indicator is always on. 

Ezviz Indicator 

Enable the Ezviz indicator. 

Arm LED Stay On 

The arm LED is always on. 

Motion Detector Restore 

Motion detectors include all PIR detectors. 

Jamming Sensitivity Settings 

The device will detect RF interference and push messages when the RF interference interferes 
with communication. You can adjust the detection sensitivity. 
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Energy Save Mode 

While enabled, the main power supply is off, Wi-Fi enters low power consumption, 4G closes, 
tag reading fails, LED off, and voice prompt off. 

Enable PD6662 

Enable PD6662 standard. Functions that do not meet the standard will not take effect. 

Schedule and Timer Settings 

You can set the alarm schedule. The zone will be armed/disarmed according to the configured 
time schedule. 

Steps  

1. Click System → System Options → Schedule & Timer to enter the Schedule & Timer page.  

 

2. Select an area. 
3. Set the following parameters according to actual needs.  

Enable Auto Arm  

Enable the function and set the arming start time. The zone will be armed according to the 
configured time. 

Note 

● The auto arming time and the auto disarming time cannot be the same. 
● The buzzer beeps slowly 2 minutes before the auto arming starts, and beeps rapidly 1 

minute before the auto arming starts. 
● You can select to enable forced arming on the System Options page. While the function is 
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enabled, the system will be armed regardless of the fault. 
 

Enable Auto Disarm  

Enable the function and set the disarming start time. The zone will be disarmed according to 
the configured time. 

Note 

● The auto arming time and the auto disarming time cannot be the same. 
 

Late to Disarm  

Enable the function and set the time. If the alarm is triggered after the configured time, the 
person will be considered as late. 

Note 

You should enable the Panel Management Notification function in Communication 
Parameters → Event Communication before enabling the Late to Disarm function. 
  

Weekend Exception  

Enable the function and the zone will not be armed in the weekend.  

Holiday Exception  

Enable the function and the zone will not be armed/disarmed in the holiday. You should set 
the holiday schedule after enabling. 

Note 

Up to 6 holiday groups can be set. 
  

Auto Arm Sound Prompt 

After disabled, the buzzer will not beep before auto arming. 

Panel Alarm Duration  

The time duration of the panel alarm. 

Note 

The available time duration range is from 10 s to 900 s. 
  

5. Click Save. 

Fault Check 

The system determines whether to check the faults listed on the page. The system will only check 
the fault that is selected. 
Click System → System Options → System Fault Check to enter the page. 
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Detect Network Camera Disconnection  

If the option is enabled, when the linked network camera is disconnected, an alarm will be 
triggered. 

Panel Battery Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when battery is disconnected or out of charge, the device will upload 
events. 

LAN Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when the wired network is disconnected or with other faults, the alarm 
will be triggered. 

Wi-Fi Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when the Wi-Fi is disconnected or with other faults, the alarm will be 
triggered. 

Cellular Network Fault Check  

If the option is enabled, when the cellular data network is disconnected or with other faults, the 
alarm will be triggered. 

Main Power Lost 

If the option is enabled, an alarm will be triggered when the main supply is disconnected. 

Main Power Loss Delay  

The system checks the fault after the configured time duration after AC power down.  
To compliant the EN 50131-3, the check time duration should be 10 s. 

Arm Options 

Set advanced authority parameters. 
Click System → System Options →Arm Options to enter the Advanced Settings page. 
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You can set the following parameters: 

Arm with Fault  

Check the faults in the Arm with Fault list, and the device will not stop the arming procedure 
when faults occurred. 

Fault Checklist  

The system will check if the device has the faults in the checklist during the arming procedure. 

Early Alarm  

If you enable the function, when the zone is armed and the zone is triggered, the alarm will be 
triggered after the set delay time. 

Note 

The early alarm will be taken effect only after the delayed zone is triggered. 
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Device Enroll Mode 

Click Enter the Enrollment Mode to make the panel enter the enroll mode. 

 

  

Security Settings 

SSH Settings 

Enable or disable SSH (Secure Shell) according to your actual needs.  
Click System → System Security → SSH Settings to enter the SSH Settings page and you can 
enable or disable the SSH function. 

 

Locking User Settings 

The device will be locked 90 s after 3 failed credential attempts (can be set in Retry Time before 
Auto-Lock) in a minute. 
You can view the locked user or unlock a user and set the user locked duration. 

Note 

To compliant the EN requirement, the system will only record the same log 3 times continuously. 
  

Steps  

1. Click System → System Security → User Lockout Attempts to enter the Locking User Settings 
page. 
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2. Set the following parameters. 

Retry Times before Auto-Lock 

If the user continuously input the incorrect password for more than the configured times, the 
account will be locked. 

Note 

The administrator has two more attempts than the configured value. 
  

Auto-lock Time  

Set the locking duration when the account is locked. 

Note 

The available locking duration is 5s to 1800s. 
  

3. Click  to unlock the account or click Unlock All to unlock all locked users in the list. 
4. Click Save. 

Module Lock Settings 

Set the module locking parameters, including the Max Failure Attempts, and locked duration. The 
module will be locked for the programmed time duration, once the module authentication has 
failed for the amount of configured times. 

Steps  

1. Click System → System Security → Module Locking Settings to enter the Module Lock Settings 
page. 
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2. Select a module from the list, and click the  icon. 
3. Set the following parameters of the selected module. 

Retry Times before Auto-Lock  

If a user continuously tries to authentication a password for more than the configured 
attempts permitted, the keypad will be locked for the programmed duration.  

Auto-lock Time  

Set the locking duration when the keypad is locked. After the configured duration, the keypad 
will be unlocked. 

4. Click OK. 
5. Optional: Click the Lock icon to unlock the locked module. 

Device Upgrade 

Get Manufacture PIN 

To upgrade the device, a manufacture PIN is needed for authentication. The manufacture PIN can 
only get from the Hik-ProConnect service, which means that the installer, who authorized by 
administrator at access level 2, has authorized the access at level 4. The manufacture PIN can only 
work once. 
 Get PIN from Hik-ProConnect Service 
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Login with the installer account and enter the page of the device to be upgraded. Click 
More Menu at the lower right side of the page, and apply a PIN. 

 
 
 Get PIN from HIKVISION tech-support 

It is better to use remote desktop to access the local web client of control panel. The PIN 
will be authorized according to the standard tech-support procedure. 

Firmware Upgrade 

Steps: 
1. Click Maintenance→ Device Information to enter the page.  
2. Click Remote Upgrade. 
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3. Choose the hub or the peripheral for upgrade, and select the Upgrade Type. 
4. Click View to find the firmware file with the name digicap.dav.  
5. Click Upgrade to complete. 

 

Note 

Both of the users and configuration information will be retained after upgrade finished. 
  

5.3.8 Check Status 

After setting the zone, repeater, and other parameters, you can view their status. 
Click Maintenance → Device Status. You can view the status of AX PRO control panel, zone, 
sounder, automation, repeater, keypad, Tag reader, keyfob and transmitter. 
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5.4 Report to ARC (Alarm Receiver Center) 
AX PRO wireless control panel is designed with transceiver built in following the guidance of EN 
50131-10 and EN 50136-2. Category DP2 is provided with primary network interface of LAN/WiFi 
and secondary network interface of GPRS or 3G/4G LTE. ATS (Alarm Transmission system) is 
designed to always use LAN/Wi-Fi network interface when available to save mobile data usage. 
The secondary network interface provides resilience and reliability during mains power failure. 
 

Setup ATS in Transceiver of Receiving Center 
Steps: 

1. Login to the web client of the alarm receiver.  

2. Click Configuration→ IP Reception, and create a receiving server as shown below. 

 

3. Click Alarms and Accounts→ Accounts Management, and assign an account for the panel as 
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show below. 

 

Setup ATS in Transceiver of the Panel 
Steps: 

1. Login using installer account from local web client.  

2. Click Communication→ Alarm Receiving Center (ARC), and enable Alarm Receiving Center 1. 

 

 = Protocol Setting = 

Protocol Type 
— ADM-CID 

— SIA-DCS 

— *ADM-CID 

— *SIA-DCS 

Select token supported by the receiver in the ARC. Choose the token with “*” mark to 
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improve the communication security. 

 = Server Setting = 

 Address Type 
— IP 

— Domain Name 

 Server Address / Domain Name 

 Port No. 
Input IP address or domain name by which the transceiver of receiving center could be 

reached. Input port number of the server provided by the ARC 

 

 = Account Setting = 

 Account Code 
Input the assigned account provided by the ARC. 

 

 = SIA DC-09 Protocol Setting = 

 Transmission Mode 
— TCP 

— UDP 

Both TCP and UDP are supported for transmission. UDP is recommended by the SIA DC-09 

standard.  

 Connection Setting  
○ Impulse Counting Time / Retry Timeout Period 

Setup the timeout period waiting for receiver to respond. Re-transmission will be 

arranged if the transceiver of receiving center is timeout. 

○ Attempts 
Setup the maximum number that re-transmission will be tried. 

○ Polling Rate 
Setup the interval between 2 live polling if enable is checked. 

  Encryption Setting  
○ Encryption Arithmetic 

— AES 

○ Password Length 
— 128 

— 192 

— 256 

○ Secret Key 
Setup the encryption key length and input the key provided by the ARC. 

 

Signaling Test 
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Activate a panic alarm from the control panel.  

Login to Receiver. Click Traffic to review all the messages received. 
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Chapter 6 General Operations 

6.1 Arming 

You can use keypad, keyfob, Tag, client software, mobile client to arm your system.  
After the arming command is sending to AX PRO, the system will check the detector status. If the 
detector is in fault, you will need to choose whether to arm the system with fault. 
While the system is armed, the AX PRO will prompt the result in 5s, and upload the arming report.  

 

Access level of Arming 

The user in level 2 or 3 has the permission to arm or partly arm the system. 

Arming Indication 

The arming/disarming indicator keeps solid blue for 5s. 

Reason of Arming Failure 

● Intrusion detector triggered (excepts the detector on the exit route).  
● Panic alarm device triggered. 
● Tampering alarm occurred. 
● Communication exception 
● Main power supply exception 
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● Backup battery exception 
● Alarm receiving fault 
● Sounder fault 
● Low battery of the keyfob 
● Others 

Arming with Fault 

While the arming is stopped with fault, user in level 2 has the permission to arm the system with 
fault (forced arming). 
Forced arming only takes effect on the current arming operation. 
The forced arming operation will be record in the event log. 

6.2 Disarming 

You can disarm the system with keypad, keyfob, Tag, client software, or mobile client. 

Disarming Indication 

The arming/disarming indicator flashes 30s while the user successfully disarm the system through 
the entry/exit route. 
The system will report the disarming result after the operation completed. 

Entry Delay Duration 

Ensure that timer is no longer than 45 seconds in order to comply with EN50131-1. 

Early Alarm 

If either the intrusion or tampering alarm occurs on the enter/exit route when the AX PRO is in the 
status of entry delay, the AX PRO then enters the early alarm mode. 
The early alarm duration can be set (> 30s). 
The AX PRO will reports the alarm only if the alarm event lasts over the duration of early alarm 
with the addition of entry delay. 

6.3 SMS Control 

You can control the security system with SMS, and the command is shown below.  
SMS format for Arming/disarming/silencing alarm: 

{Command} + {Operation Type} + {Target} 
Command: 2 digits, 00- Disarming, 01- Away arming, 02- Stay arming, 03- Silencing alarm 
Operation type: 1- Area Operation 
Target: No more than 3 digits, 0-Operation for all areas, 1-Operation for area 1(zone1), and the 
rest can be deduced by the analogy.  
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A. Trouble Shooting 

A.1 Communication Fault 

A.1.1 IP Conflict 

Fault Description: 
IP that the panel automatically acquired or set is same as other devices, resulting in IP conflicts. 
Solution: 
Search the current available IP through ping. Change the IP address and log in again. 

A.1.2 Web Page is Not Accessible 

Fault Description: 
Use browser to access web pages and display Inaccessible. 
Solutions: 
1. Check whether the network cable is loose and the panel network is abnormal.  
2. The panel port has been modified. Please add a port to the web address for further access. 

A.1.3 Hik-Connect is Offline 

Fault Description: 
The web page shows that the Hik-Connect is offline. 
Solution: 
Network configuration of the panel is error, unable to access extranet. 

A.1.4 Network Camera Drops off Frequently 

Fault Description: 
System reports multiple event logs of IPC disconnection and connection. 
Solution: 
Check whether the network communication or camera live view is proper. 

A.1.5 Failed to Add Device on APP 

Fault Description: 
When using APP to add devices, it is prompted that the device fails to be added, the device could 
not be found, etc. 
Solution: 
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Check the web page: whether the Hik-Connect is offline. 

A.1.6 Alarm Information is Not Reported to APP/4200/Alarm Center 

Fault Description: 
After the alarm is triggered, the app/4200/ alarm center does not receive the alarm message. 
Solution: 
"Message push" - "alarm and tamper-proof notice" is not enabled. You should enable "alarm and 
tamper-proof notice". 

A.2 Mutual Exclusion of Functions 

A.2.1 Unable to Enter Registration Mode 

Fault Description: 
Click the panel function key, and prompt key invalid. 
Solution: 
The panel is in "Hotspot" mode. Switch the panel to "station" mode, and then try to enter the 
registration mode again. 

A.3 Zone Fault 

A.3.1 Zone is Offline 

Fault Description: 
View status of zones which displays offline. 
Solution: 
Check whether the detector reports undervoltage. Replace the detector battery 

A.3.2 Zone Tamper-proof 

Fault Description: 
View status of zones which displays tamper-proof. 
Solution: 
Make tamper-proof button of the detector holden. 

A.3.3 Zone Triggered/Fault 

Fault Description: 
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View status of zones which displays triggered/fault. 
Solution: 
Reset the detector. 

A.4 Problems While Arming 

A.4.1 Failure in Arming (When the Arming Process is Not Started) 

Fault Description: 
When the panel is arming, prompt arming fails. 
Solution: 
The panel does not enable "forced arming", and when there is a fault in the zone, the arming will 
fail. Please turn on the "forced arming" enable, or restore the zone to the normal status. 

A.5 Operational Failure 

A.5.1 Failed to Enter the Test Mode 

Fault Description: 
Failed to enable test mode, prompting "A fault in the zone". 
Solution: 
Zone status, alarm status or zone power is abnormal. 

A.5.2 The Alarm Clearing Operation on the Panel Does Not Produce the 
Alarm Clearing Report 

Fault Description: 
The alarm clearing operation on the panel does not produce the alarm clearing report. 
Solution: 
In the absence of alarm, no report will be uploaded for arm clearing. 

A.6 Mail Delivery Failure 

A.6.1 Failed to Send Test Mail 

Fault Description: 
when configure the mail information, click "test inbox"  and prompt test fails. 
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Solution: 
Wrong configuration of mailbox parameters. Please edit the mailbox configuration information, as 
shown in table 1/1. 

A.6.2 Failed to Send Mail during Use 

Fault Description: 
Check the panel exception log. There is "mail sending failure". 
Solution: 
The mailbox server has restricted access. Please log in to the mailbox to see if the mailbox is 
locked. 

A.6.3 Failed to Send Mails to Gmail 

Fault Description: 
The receiver's mailbox is Gmail. Click "Test Inbox" and prompt test fails. 
1. Google prevents users from accessing Gmail using apps/devices that do not meet their security 
standards.  
Solution: 
Log in to the website (https://www.google.com/settings/security/lesssecureapps), and "start using 
access of application not safe enough". The device can send mails normally. 
2. Gmail does not remove CAPTCHA authentication. 
Solution: Click the link below, and then click "continue" 
(https://accounts.google.com/b/0/displayunlockcaptcha). 

A.6.4 Failed to Send Mails to QQ or Foxmail 

Fault Description: 
The receiver's mailbox is QQ or foxmail. Click "Test Inbox" and prompt test fails. 
1. Wrong QQ account or password.  
Solution: 
the password required for QQ account login is not the password used for normal login. The 
specific path is: Enter the email account → device → account → to generate the authorization 
code, and use the authorization code as the login password. 
2. SMTP login permission is needed to open. 

A.6.5 Failed to Send Mails to Yahoo 

Fault Description: 
The receiver's mailbox is yahoo. Click "test inbox" and prompt test fails. 
 1. The security level of mailbox is too high.  
Solution: 
Go to your mail account and turn on "less secure sign-in". 
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A.6.6 Mail Configuration 

Table A-1 Mail Configuration 

Mail Type Mail Server SMTP Port Protocols Supported 

Gmail smtp.gmail.com 587 TLS/STARTTLS (TLS) 

Outlook smtp.office365.com 587 STARTTLS (TLS) 

Hotmail smtp.office365.com 587 STARTTLS (TLS) 

QQ smtp.qq.com 587 STARTTLS (TLSv1.2) 

Yahoo smtp.mail.yahoo.com 587 STARTTLS (TLSv1.2) 

126 smtp.126.com 465 SSL/TLS 

Sina smtp.sina.com 25/465/587 
SSL/TLS/STARTTLS 
(SSL/TLS) 

Note 

About mail configuration: 
● SMTP portDefault to use port 25 without encryption, or using port 465 if SSL/TLS is used. 

Port 587 is mainly used for STARTTLS protocol mode. 
The STARTTLS protocol mode that is usually used by default when selecting TLS. 

● User nameUser name of Outlook and Hotmail require full names, and other email require a 
prefix before @. 
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B. Input Types 

Table B-1 Input Types 

Input Types Operations 

Instant Zone 

The system will immediately alarm when it detects triggering 
event after system armed.  

Audible Response Trigger the system sound and sounder. 

Voice Prompt: Zone X alarm. 

Perimeter Zone 

The system will immediately alarm when it detects triggering 
event after system armed.  

Audible Response: Trigger the system sound and sounder. 
There is a configurable interval between alarm and sounder 
output, which allows you to check the alarm and cancel the 
sounder output during the interval. 

Voice Prompt: Zone X perimeter alarm. 

Delayed Zone 

The system provides you time to leave through or enter the 
defense area without alarm. 

Audible Response: Trigger the system sound and sounder.  

Voice Prompt: Zone X alarm. 

Follow Zone 

The zone acts as delayed zone when it detects triggering event 
during system Entry Delay, while it acts as instant zone 
otherwise. 

Audible Response: Trigger the system sound and sounder. 

Voice Prompt: Zone X follow alarm. 

24H Silence Zone 

The zone activates all the time without any sound/sounder 
output when alarm occurs.  

Audible Response: No system sound (voice prompt or 
sounder). 

Panic Zone 

The zone activates all the time. 

Audible Response: Trigger the system sound and sounder. 

Voice Prompt: Zone X panic alarm. 

Fire Zone 
The zone activates all the time with sound/sounder output 
when alarm occurs. 
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Input Types Operations 

Audible Response: Trigger the system sound and sounder. 

Voice Prompt: Zone X fire alarm. 

Gas Zone 

The zone activates all the time with sound/sounder output 
when alarm occurs. 

Audible Response: Trigger the system sound and sounder. 

Voice Prompt: Zone X gas alarm. 

Medical Zone 

The zone activates all the time with beep confirmation when 
alarm occurs. 

Audible Response: Trigger the system sound and sounder. 

Voice Prompt: Zone X medical alarm. 

Timeout Zone 

The zone activates all the time. The zone type is used to 
monitor and report the "ACTIVE" status of a zone, but it will 
only report and alarm this status after the programmed time 
has expired (1 to 599) seconds.  

Disabled Zone 

Alarms will not be activated when the zone is triggered or 
tampered. 

Audible Response: No system sound (voice prompt or 
sounder). 

Virtual Zone (Keypad/Keyfob) 

The system will immediately alarm when it detects triggering 
event after system armed.  

Audible Response: Trigger the system sound and sounder. 

Voice Prompt: Buzzer beeps. 

Tamper Alarm 

The system will immediately alarm when it detects triggering 
event after system armed.  

Audible Response: Trigger the system sound and sounder. 

Voice Prompt: Zone X tampered. 

Link 

Trigger the linked device when event occurs. 

e.g. The output expander linked relays will be enabled when 
the AX PRO is armed.  

Arm 

When armed: Voice prompt for fault. You can handle the fault 
according to the voice prompt.  

● System sound for arming with Tag or keyfob.  
● Voice prompt for fault. You can handle the fault according to 

the voice prompt.  
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Fault event displays on client. You can handle the fault via client software or mobile client.  

 

Voice Prompt: Armed/Arming failed. 
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C. Output Types 

Table C-1 Output Types 

Output Types Active Restore 

Arming Arm the AX PRO 
After the configured output 
delay 

Disarming Disarm the AX PRO 
After the configured output 
delay 

Alarm 

When alarm event occurs. The 
alarm output will be activated 
after the configured exit/enter 
delay.  

After the configured output 
delay, disarm the AX PRO or 
silence alarm  

Zone Linkage 
When alarm event occurs, the 
linked relay will output alarm 
signal. 

After the configured output 
duration 

Manual Operation Enable relays manually 
Over the triggering time or 
disable the relays manually 
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D. Event Types 

Table D-1 Event Types 

Event Types Custom 

Default 1 
(client 

software 
notification) 

Default 2 
(alarm 

receiving 
center 1/2) 

Default 3 
(mobile 
client) 

Default 4 
(telephone) 

Alarm and 
Tamper 

×/√ √ √ √ √ 

Life Safety 
Event 

×/√ √ √ √ √ 

System Status ×/√ √ × × × 

Panel 
Management 

×/√ √ × × × 
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E. Access Levels 

 

Level Description 

1 Access by any person; for example the general public. 

2 
User access by an operator and administrator; for example customers 
(systems users). 

3 User access by an installer; for example an alarm company professional. 
  

Table E-1 Permission of the Access Level 

Function Permission 

 1 2 3 

Arming No Yes Yes 

Disarming No Yes Yes 

Restoring/Clearing Alarm No Yes Yes 

Entering Walk Test Mode No Yes Yes 

Bypass(zone)/Disabling/Force Arming No Yes Yes 

Adding/Changing Verification Code No Yesd Yesd 

Adding/Editing Level 2 User and 
Verification Code 

No Yes Yes 

Adding/Editing Configuration Data No No Yes 

Replacing software and firmware No No No 
  

 

Note 
a By the condition of being accredited by user in level 2.  
bBy the condition of being accredited by user in level 2 and level 3.  
dUsers can only edit their own user code. 
  

 
● The user level 2 can assign the login permission of the controller to the user level 3 in the 

settings page. 
● The user level 2 should assign permissions to the user level 3 if the user level 3 wants to login 

the controller remotely. 
● When the controller is bypassed, the user level 3 can login the controller without the permission 

assignment of the user level 2. 
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● When the controller is bypassed, the user level 3 can login the controller without the permission 
assignment of the user level 2. 

● The user level 4 can login the controller only when the user level 2 or level 3 has assigned 
permissions to the user level 4. 
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F. Signalling 

Detection of ATP/ATS Faults 

ATP (Alarm Transmission Path) faults will be detected when network interface of the control 

panel disconnected or the transmission path to the transceiver of receiving center located in ARC 
blocked somewhere in between. An ATS (Alarm Transmission System) fault will be reported when 
ATP faults are detected on both transmission paths.  
ATP restore will be detected as soon as network interface connected and the transmission path to 
the transceiver of receiving center restored. ATS restore will be reported when ATP restore of any 
transmission path is detected. 

The timing performance of detecting ATP faults and restores shows in the table below. 

 TN Maximum timing of detection  

Primary ATP failure/restore LAN/WiFi 10 min 

Secondary ATP failure/restore 
GPRS 60 min 

20 min (when primary ATP failed ) 3G/4G LTE 

Signalling will be always transmitted from primary ATP when it is operational. Otherwise it will be 
automatically switched to secondary transmission path that is operational at the moment. Both primary 
and secondary ATP fault and restore events will be reported to ARC when there is an ATP left to work. They 
will also be recorded to mandatory log memory with capacity of 1000 records allocated in non-volatile flash 
memory storage, as well as the ATS fault record. The detail of reports and log records are listed in the table 
below.  

 Event code when 
signalling 

Event log description 

Primary ATP failure/restore E351/R351 LAN Path Failed/LAN Path Recovery 

Secondary ATP failure/restore 
E352/R352 Mobile Net Path Failed/Mobile Net Path 

Recovery 

ATS failure/restore N/A ATS Failed 

Primary network interface failure/restore E351/R351 LAN Path Failed/LAN Path Recovery 

Secondary network interface failure/restore 
E352/R352 Mobile Net Path Failed/Mobile Net Path 

Recovery 

 

 
ATS Category 
The ATS category of AXPRO is DP2. While the alarm receiving center is enabled. The control panel will upload alarm 
report to the receiver center via the main path (LAN or Wi-Fi) or the back-up path (3G/4G). If the control panel is 
properly connected to the LAN or Wi-Fi, the main path is selected as the transmission path. If the main path 
connection is failed, the path will be switched to 3G/4G. And if the main path connection is restored, the path will be 
switched back to LAN or Wi-Fi. The control panel checks the connection status continuously, and generates logs 
transmission fault for any of the path. While both of the paths are invalid, the control panel determines ATS fault. 
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G. SIA and CID Code 

Note 

The code below is for transmitting from the security control panel to ARC via DC09 protocol. 
 

Table F-1 SIA and CID Code 

SIA Code CID Code Description 

MA 1100 Medical Alarm 

MH 3100 Medical Alarm Restored 

BA 
(Water Leak Detector: WA) 

1130 
(Water Leak Detector: 1154) 

Burglary Alarm 

BH 
(Water Leak Detector: WH) 

3130 
(Water Leak Detector: 3154) 

Burglary Alarm Restored 

FA 
(Heat Detector: KA) 

1111 
(Heat Detector: 1114) 

Fire Alarm 

FH 
(Heat Detector: KH) 

3111 
(Heat Detector: 3114) 

Fire Alarm Restored 

HA 1121 Duress alarm 

HA 1122 Silent Panic Alarm 

HH 3122 Silent Panic Alarm Restored 

AA 1123 Audible Panic Alarm 

CH 3123 Audible Panic Alarm Restored 

  1133 24H Alarm 

  3133 24H Alarm Restored 

  1133 24H Alarm 

  3133 24H Alarm Restored 

BA 1130 Timeout Alarm 

BH 3130 Timeout Alarm Restored 

PA 1120 Audible Panic Alarm 

PH 3120 Audible Panic Alarm Restored 

BA 1130 Burglary Alarm 

BH 3130 Burglary Alarm Restored 

BA 1131 Perimeter Breached 
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

BH 3131 Perimeter Restored 

AD 1132 Interior Burglary Alarm 

CK 3132 
Interior Burglary Alarm 
Restored 

BA 
(Water Leak Detector: WA) 

1130 
(Water Leak Detector: 1154) 

24H Alarm 

BH 
(Water Leak Detector: WH) 

3130 
(Water Leak Detector: 3154) 

24H Alarm Restored 

BA 
(Water Leak Detector: WA) 

1130 
(Water Leak Detector: 1154) 

Burglary Alarm 

BH 
(Water Leak Detector: WH) 

3130 
(Water Leak Detector: 3154) 

Burglary Alarm Restored 

TA 1137 Lid Opened 

TR 3137 Lid Restored 

BV 1139 Confirmed Alarm 

BW 3139 Confirmed Alarm Restore 

    BUS Open-circuit Alarm 

  BUS Open-circuit Restored 

AF 1142 BUS Short-circuit Alarm 

CN 3142 BUS Short-circuit Restored 

TA 1144 External Probe Disconnected 

TR 3144 External Probe Connected 

AG 1148 Device Motion Alarm 

CO 3148 Device Motion Alarm Restored 

  1149 Masking Alarm 

  3149 Masking Alarm Restored 

GA 1162 Gas Leakage Alarm 

GH 3162 Gas Leakage Alarm Restored 

AH 1207 Zone Early-Warning 

CP 3207 Zone Early-Warning Dismissed 

AT 1301 Mains Power Lost 

AR 3301 Mains Power Restored 
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

YT 1302 Battery Low 

YR 3302 Battery Voltage Restored 

ZY 1305 Reset to defaults 

YM 
Transmitter battery missing 
ID range: 301~ 

1311 
Transmitter battery missing 
ID range: 301~ 

Battery Disconnected 

YR 
Transmitter battery missing 
ID range: 301~ 

3311 
Transmitter battery missing 
ID range: 301~ 

Battery Reconnected 

YI 1312 
Overcurrent Protection 
Triggered 

YJ 3312 
Overcurrent Protection 
Restored 

YP 1319 
Overvoltage Protection 
Triggered  

YQ 3319 
Overvoltage Protection 
Restored  

AI 1333 Expander Exception 

CQ 3333 Expander Restored 

AJ 1336 Printer Disconnected 

CR 3336 Printer Connected 

XT 1384 Battery Low 

XR 3384 Battery Voltage Restored 

    Expander Low Voltage 

    Normal Expander Voltage 

YP 1301 Mains Power Lost 

YQ 3301 Mains Power Restored 

YM 1311 Battery Disconnected 

YR 3311 Battery Reconnected 

TA (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201) 

1144 (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201) 

Lid Opened 

TR (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 

3144 (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 

Lid Restored 
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201) 

of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201) 

YP 
transmitter AC power down 
ID range: 301~ 

1301 
transmitter AC power down 
ID range: 301~ 

Expander AC Power Loss 

YQ 
transmitter AC power down 
ID range: 301~ 

3301 
transmitter AC power down 
ID range: 301~ 

Expander AC Power Loss 
Restored 

TA 1144 Lid Opened 

TR 3144 Lid Restored 

TA 1144 Lid Opened 

TR 3144 Lid Restored 

XL 1381 Device Offline 

XC 3381 Device Restored 

TA (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

1144 (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

Lid Opened 

TR (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

3144 (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

Lid Restored 

XT (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

1384 (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

Battery Low 

XR (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

3384 (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

Battery Voltage Restored 

XL (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 

1381 (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 

Device Offline 
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

XC (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

3381 (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

Device Restored 

LT 1351 Main Signalling Path Fault 

LR 3351 Main Signalling Path Restored 

LT 1352 Backup Signalling Path Fault 

LR 3352 Backup Signalling Path Restored 

AM 1354 Telephone Line Disconnected 

CU 3354 Telephone Line Connected 

AN 1382 BUS Supervision Fault 

CV 3382 BUS Supervision Restored 

TA 1144 Lid Opened 

TR 3144 Lid Restored 

    Zone Open-circuit Alarm 

    Zone Short-circuit Alarm 

OP 1401 Disarmed 

CL 3401 Armed 

OA 1403 Auto Disarmed 

CA 3403 Auto Armed 

BC 1406 Alarm Silenced 

CW 3408 Instant Arming 

CS 1409 Keyswitch Zone Disarming  

OS 3409 Keyswitch Zone Arming  

NL 3441 Armed in home mode  

CX 3442 Forced Arming  

    Turn On Output by Schedule  
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

    Turn Off Output by Schedule  

CT 1452 Late to Disarm  

CD 1455 Auto Arming Failed  

    Turning On Output Failed  

    Turning Off Output Failed  

    Auto Disarming Failed  

    Network Change  

QB 1570 Bypassed  

QU 3570 Bypass Restored  

AU 1574 Group Bypass  

CZ 2574 Group Bypass Restored  

AV 1601 Manual Report Test  

RP 1602 Periodic Report Test  

TS 1607 Walk Test Enabled  

TE 3607 Walk Test Disabled  

AW 1617 Telephone Connection Test  

LB 1627 Programming mode  

LX 1628 Exit Programming  

BA 1131 Intrusion Detection  

BH 3131 Intrusion Detection Restored  

BA 1131 Cross-Zone Alarm  

BH 3131 Cross-Zone Alarm Restored  

    PIR Alarm  

    PIR Alarm Restored  

AY 1775 
Sudden Increase of Sound 
Intensity Alarm 

 

DE 3775 
Sudden Increase of Sound 
Intensity Alarm Restored 

 

AZ 1776 
Sudden Decrease of Sound 
Intensity Alarm 

 

DF 3776 
Sudden Decrease of Sound 
Intensity Alarm Restored 
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

    Audio Input Fault  

    Audio Input Restored  

BA 1131 Line Crossing Alarm  

BH 3131 Line Crossing Alarm Restored  

BA 1134 Region Entrance Detection  

EA 1134 Alarm Restored  

FA 1112 Fire Source Alarm  

FH 3112 Fire Source Alarm Restored  

KS 1158 High Temperature Pre-Alarm  

KR 3158 
High Temperature Pre-Alarm 
Restored 

 

ZS 1159 Low Temperature Pre-Alarm   

ZR 3159 
Low Temperature Pre-Alarm 
Restored 

 

KA 1158 High Temperature Alarm  

KH 3158 
High Temperature Alarm 
Restored 

 

ZA 1159 Low Temperature Alarm  

ZH 3159 
Low Temperature Alarm 
Restored 

 

EA 1134 Region Exiting Detection  

PA (The user No. of keypad 
starts from 101, of keyfob 
starts from 901) 

1120 (The user No. of 
keypad starts from 101, of 
keyfob starts from 901) 

Audible Panic Alarm  

FA 1110 Keypad/Keyfob Fire Alarm   

    Keypad/Keyfob Burglary Alarm  

CI 1454 Arming Failed  

MA 1100 Keypad/Keyfob Medical Alarm  

DK 1501 Keypad Locked  

DO 3501 Keypad Unlocked  

    Absence Alarm  

BE 1910 Keypad Disconnected  

DH 3910 Keypad Connected  
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

BF 1911 KBUS Relay Disconnected  

DI 3911 KBUS Relay Connected  

    KBUS GP/K Disconnected  

    KBUS GP/K Connected  

    KBUS MN/K Disconnected  

    KBUS MN/K Connected  

DK 1501 Tag Reader Locked  

DO 3501 Tag Reader Unlocked  

BD 1865 Unregistered Tag  

XL 1381 Device Offline  

XC 3381 Device Restored  

XT 1384 Battery Low  

XR 3384 Battery Voltage Restored  

XL  (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201) 

1381  (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201) 

Device Offline  

XC  (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201) 

3381  (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201) 

Device Restored  

XL 1381 Device Offline  

XC 3381 Device Restored  

BI 1918 Radar Transmitter Fault  

DL 3918 Radar Transmitter Restored  

XT 1384 Battery Low  

XR 3384 Battery Voltage Restored  

NT 1350 Cellular Fault  

NR 3350 Cellular Restored  

NT 1350 SIM Card Exception  

NR 3350 SIM Card Restored  

NT 1350 Network Fault  

NR 3350 Network Restored  
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

XQ 1344 Jamming Detected  

XH 3344 Jamming Restored  

NT 1350 Data limitation Reached  

XT 1384 Battery Low  

XR 3384 Battery Voltage Restored  

NT 1350 IP Address Already Used  

NR 3350 Normal IP address  

NT 1350 Network Fault  

NR 3350 Network Restored  

BA 1131 Motion Detection Alarm Started  

BH 3131 
Motion Detection Alarm 
Stopped 

 

BJ 1941 Device Blocked  

DM 3941 Device Blocking Alarm Restored  

    Video Signal Loss  

    Video Signal Restored  

    
Input/Output Format 
Unmatched 

 

    Input/Output Format Restored  

    Video Input Exception  

    Video Input Restored  

    Full HDD  

    Free HDD  

    HDD Exception  

    HDD Restored  

    Upload Picture Failed  

BQ 1948 Email Sending Failed  

BR 1949 Network Camera Disconnected  

DS 3949 Network Camera Connected  

    Duty Checking  

    Post Response  

BU 1962 Fire Alarm Consulting  
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

DT 3962 Fire Alarm Consulting Over  

BV 1963 Duress Alarm Consulting  

DU 3963 Duress Alarm Consulting Over  

BW 
1964 

Emergency Medical Alarm 
Consulting 

 

DV 
3964 

Emergency Medical Alarm 
Consulting Over 

 

DW 3250 Patrol Signing  

BX 1970 BUS Query  

BY 1971 BUS Registration  

BZ 1973 Single-Zone Disarming  

DX 3973 Single-Zone Arming  

CA 1974 Single-Zone Alarm Cleared  

CB 1306 Device Deleted  

DY 3306 Device Enrolled  

CC 1976 Business Consulting  

DZ 3976 Business Consulting Over  

CD 1306 Device Deleted  

EA 3306 Device Enrolled  

CE 1306 Device Deleted  

EB 3306 Device Enrolled  

CF 1306 Device Deleted  

EC 3306 Device Enrolled  

CG 1306  (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

Device Deleted  

ED 3306  (The serial number of 
output module starts from 1, 
of keypad starts from 101, of 
tag reader starts from 201, 
of transmitter starts from 
301) 

Device Enrolled  
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SIA Code CID Code Description 

JA 1461 Incorrect Password  

NT 1350 Device Offline  

YM 1311 Power Depletion  
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H. Communication Matrix and Operation Command 

Please scan the OR code for communication matrix and operation command 

       

AXPRO Communication Matrix    AXPRO Operation Command 

User Privacy Statement 
● The debug or zhimakaimen command is used to control access to the file system to ensure 
device security. To obtain this permission, you can contact technical support. 
● The device has admin, installer, maintenance, operator account. You can use these accounts 
to access and configure the device. 

 

User Privacy Information Description 

Password The password for the device account, used to log in to the device. 

Username The username for the device account, used to log in to the device. 

Device IP and port The device IP and port are used to support network service 
communication. For details, refer to Communication Matrix. 

Log Used to record information such as device operating status and 
operation records. 

Database information Used to record information. 
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